<Hello

and
welcome!

ARE YOU PREPARED
TO BECOME MORE?
Like the naïve teenager who becomes the
saviour of an entire galaxy, you too have the
potential for greatness when you work with
us at Entelect. Through constant training,
development, and mentorship, we are fully
equipped to give you everything that you need
to become more (whatever your more is).
Should you choose to start your journey with
us, you are not only joining a leading software
engineering company, you are becoming a
part of something much bigger; where the
possibilities are endless.
Leave your fears behind and insecurities at the
door, and bring the magic of you.
LET’S GO FURTHER, LET’S BECOME MORE.
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WHO WE ARE

"IT’S NOT WHO I AM UNDERNEATH,
BUT WHAT I DO THAT DEFINES ME"
			

CHAPTER 1

who we are

- BATMAN

At Entelect, we deliver solutions that enable businesses to
reach their full potential. We are a technology company run by
technical people, and are focused on building individuals and
teams to deliver solutions that enable businesses to maximize
their capabilities.
You will find yourself amongst a fantastic team of like-minded
tech superheroes, who only use their abilities for good; like
making a difference to the community through educating
the underprivileged and lifting the profile of technology and
technologists in South Africa.
Since we opened our doors in 2001, we have enjoyed exceptional
growth, both as a company and as individuals. Our growth has
taken us from our Joburg HQ to opening offices in Cape Town,
Centurion, New Zealand (deep in Hobbit country) and The
Netherlands (watch out for the bikes!). We now span across 3
continents!. Our core philosophy is to hire the best and then
give them what they need to become more. By focusing on our
people and on using best practices, we have established a culture
of excellence.
We work with people who are passionate about their craft and
technology, and are driven to bring their unique contributions
into a team environment. We value growth, collaboration,
relationships, having fun, technical excellence, and of course,
using all of the above to get things done! We believe that our role
as an employer is to provide our people with as many learning
opportunities as possible to help them achieve their career and
personal goals, to become true craftsmen and craftswomen, and
maintain our reputation for awesomeness.
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WHY WORK WITH US?

why
work
with
us?

TAKE A SEAT AT
THE ROUND TABLE

WHY WORK WITH US?
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WHO WE ARE

We work with many different technologies and business
domains, and it’s easy to switch between projects. It is
difficult to become bored or stagnant because we work on

FOLLOW YOUR PURPOSE.

interesting projects, using cool technologies, in forward-

“A KNIGHT IS SWORN TO VALOR”

thinking environments. All our engineers participate in the
full SDLC – exposure to combinations of analysis, design,
architecture, project management and development
enables future career choices and growth.

LEARN FROM THE BEST.
“ALWAYS SEEK KNOWLEDGE”
– THE CODE OF CHIVALRY
We have a ton of learning mechanisms, from formal training
structures to learning on the job from people who are
passionate about their craft and technology. Learning,
mentorship and growth are part of our DNA and we firmly
believe the most junior person can teach the most senior,
and vice versa.

CULTURE IS SACRED.
“FRIENDS ARE YOUR VILLAGE, PROTECT THEM
FIERCELY”
– THE CODE OF CHIVALRY
When hiring, culture fit is important – we look for people who
love solving problems, technology and their craft. We also
have football, running, golf, squash, board games, makers,
LAN gaming, game-dev and a huge number of other clubs
where like-minded people can collaborate (or compete)
away from the job. At Entelect, you are guaranteed to build
professional and personal relationships with people just
like you.

–THE OLD CODE
We are a technology company run by technical people.
We understand our people and how to help them grow
and succeed. Aside from all the learning, we have quarterly
career coaching touch-bases, twice-yearly salary reviews
and a hands-on approach to ensuring career paths are
kept on track. We have a very personalised approach, and
our accessible senior management is actively involved in
understanding each person. At Entelect, we believe in
giving ownership and responsibility within a framework of
accountability and excellence.

ENJOY EXCEPTIONAL
GROWTH WITH US.
“EXHIBIT COURAGE IN WORD AND DEED”
– THE CODE OF CHIVALRY
We look to continually improve. We look to improve our
business, the people within it, the businesses we work
with, the communities around us (via education) and the
universities we have partnered with. Whether your purpose
is to grow yourself, play with new tech, build businesses or
make the world a better place, we have you covered.

USE BEST PRACTICES TO
DELIVER RESULTS.
“NOBLE SERVICE CHEERFULLY RENDERED”
– THE CODE OF CHIVALRY
Very little beats the buzz of delivering an epic high-quality
technical solution to solve a real-world problem. Our
impeccable delivery record across a number of customers in
a variety of industries is a real source of pride for us. Using
best practices and processes when it comes to technology to
deliver valuable results is what drives us forward!
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FROM THERE TO HERE!

										- THOMAS EDISON

• DOORS OPENED: 2001
• NUMBER OF OFFICES: 5
• NUMBER OF PEOPLE: 900
• CONCURRENT PROJECTS: 200
• AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYMENTS PER MONTH: 15

the numbers
|
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WHO WE ARE

From there to here!
"TO INVENT YOU NEED A GOOD IMAGINATION AND A PILE OF STUFF"

PRESS START

|
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FROM THERE TO HERE!

And here to there!
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"THERE IS NO CHOICE BUT TO BE PIONEERS"							
		

- MARGARET HAMILTON
DELOITTE BEST COMPANY
TO WORK FOR AWARDS:
2014:
2015:
2016:
2017:

2020

Fully remote with distributed teams
DevDay went globa with Troy Hunt and
Scott Hanselman as guest speakers
64 graduates joined
Launch of H4x0r (initiative to grow
Tech Leads and Solutions Architects)
850 PEOPLE

WINNER
WINNER (GOLD ACHIEVER)
WINNER (PLATINUM ACHIEVER)
WINNER (PLATINUM ACHIEVER)

THE FUTURE OF HR AWARDS:
2019: WINNER (BEST GRADUATE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME)

the awards

2009:
2011:
2013:
2018:

DATA SOLUTIONS
STRATEGY & ADVISORY
BUSINESS ANALYSIS
USER EXPERIENCE

The offerings

PRESS START
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2019

Won Best Graduate Programme
CT branch grew to over 100 people
750 PEOPLE
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GET
THINGS
DONE
YOU
MUST

THIS IS OUR CODE, THESE ARE OUR VALUES.
USE IT TO JOURNEY INTO THE UNKNOWN,
EMBRACE THE FELLOWSHIP IT BRINGS
AND REACH BEYOND THE STARS. LET IT
GUIDE YOU TO ACHIEVE MORE AND DO THE
IMPOSSIBLE. AND IF YOU’RE READING THIS,
WE’VE SENSED THE FORCE IS WITH YOU. SO,
LIVE BY OUR CODE, YOU MUST AND MORE
YOU WILL BECOME.

GROWTH ISN’T OPTIONAL

PRESS START
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RELATIONSHIPS &
COLLABORATION SET US APART

GET THINGS DONE

• Continually improve and grow

• Maintain a positive team and family spirit

•

Deliver results that make an impact

• Learn, teach and assist to grow yourself and others

• Partner with our customers

•

Deliver solutions and excellent service

• Show honesty, take responsibility, be courageous,
and always have fun

•

Take ownership of delivery and show professionalism
and urgency
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THE DNA OF AN
ENTELECTUAL
WHAT WE LOOK
FOR IN POTENTIAL
TEAM MEMBERS.
Are you a craftsman or craftswoman
who relishes the opportunity of working
with autonomy?
Do you understand that you are
empowered to influence change and are
always open to considering new ways of
doing things?
Do you ensure that everything you
do is of the highest quality - driving
excellence through collaboration and
knowledge sharing, so that you can
reach your potential and help others to
do the same?
Do you understand that with autonomy,
comes accountability that can bring
great opportunity?

the entelect way
THE 7 FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF OUR UNIVERSE

PRESS START
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At our core are seven principles which have been with us
since the beginning. They embody how we naturally and
passionately approach our projects, and how we interact with
our clients and teams. It helps us ensure that we constantly
deliver the highest quality work and make the experience of
working with our teams exceptional.

IF THE ANSWERS TO THE ABOVE
ARE YES…YOU MAY ALREADY BE
PART ENTELECTUAL.

ENTELECTUALS ARE SMART, FRIENDLY, WILLING TO
HELP AND WANT TO BUILD SOMETHING GREAT.
We have a need to ensure that ourselves, our peers, our
customers, and Entelect as a whole, are reaching new heights.
WE LOVE WORKING WITH PEOPLE WHO ARE
PASSIONATE ABOUT TECHNOLOGY AND SOLUTIONS.
When it comes to bringing in talent, we value passion for
technology and solutions, smarts and culture-fit. We want
people who are solutions-focused, want to get things done,
are motivated and up for a challenge.
PEOPLE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF OUR
BUSINESS, SO ADDING THE RIGHT PEOPLE TO THE
TEAM AND HELPING THEM GROW IS CRITICAL.
The moment we compromise on our hiring principles is the
moment two decades of work unravels. Knowing this, it’s not
a jump of the imagination to figure out that recruitment is
currently our primary challenge.
GROWTH WON’T MAKE US COMPROMISE ON HIRING
THE BEST.
We are a fast-growing company, and we need to keep
our hiring bar high to maintain our ethos, our values and
the “small-company family feel” we are known for. We are
growing rapidly and we do not have a growth goal. We
intend to continue hiring the best people as fast as we can
and to continue scaling the business as best as we can.
We are passionate about building something great and
we firmly believe that it is possible to have a large services
company with an amazing family and tech culture. As such,
we encourage and expect every Entelectual to join us in
upholding that culture. May the force be with you!
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WHAT WE DO

What we do
“MAKE THINGS MORE HUMAN”

KEEPING WITH THE
TIMES IS IMPORTANT!
We have an open philosophy when it comes to the tech – we’ll use the
technology which we feel best fits the problem. We play in the enterprise
space so there’s a lot of Microsoft, Java and JavaScript work, alongside
all the major mobile and data platforms. Every year we find ourselves
using new frameworks and technologies.
HERE ARE SOME OF THE TECHNOLOGIES WE ARE CURRENTLY
USING OR HAVE USED IN THE PAST FEW YEARS:

					- STEVE WOZNIAK

MOBILE

JAVA
IN A NUTSHELL, WE BUILD
MOTIVATED AND COMPETENT
TEAMS WHO DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENT SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
AND SOLUTIONS THAT HELP
BUSINESSES BECOME MORE.

PRESS START
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x
x

MICROSOFT

MAJOR TECHNOLOGIES:

Over the years, we’ve built systems across a wide
range of industries using a variety of technologies.
We generally don’t like to limit ourselves to certain
industries or technologies. When it comes to
choosing project work, we’re quite fortunate that
our services are in high demand, so we can be quite
picky in terms of the projects we choose to work on.
We want to work on cool things. If it’s an interesting
problem to solve, coupled with working alongside
a great customer in an area where we feel we can
really add value, we’ll look at taking on the project
regardless of the industry.

x
x

Android
iOS

WHO WE ARE

WE’RE WORKING ON
OVER 80 PROJECTS
AT ANY GIVEN TIME.
HERE ARE SOME TO WHET YOUR APPETITE:
• Building loyalty platforms designed to drive consumer behaviour
and help improve the health and wellness of South Africans.
• Designing and developing high-performance web applications
which enable multi-national organisations to track risks, including
fraud and white-collar crime, across the globe in real-time.
• Developing software for a surgical skill simulation portal that
measures surgical skill proficiency; enabling trainee surgeons to
practise, track, and measure their skills remotely.
• Imagining, designing, and implementing an Android app for an
agricultural company to help agronomists and sales agents share
valuable data in real-time; optimising smart agriculture solutions
in an industry that is highly susceptible to minor fluctuations in
weather conditions.

Java
Spring

x

|

C#.NET

WEB/JS

x
x
x
x

AngularJS
JavaScript
Node.JS
React.JS

CLOUD

x
x

Azure Cloud Services
Amazon Web Services

DATA

x
x
x
x
x

Hadoop Ecosystem
MongoDB
Microsoft SQL Server
Oracle
Qlikview

TOOLS

x
x

Docker
Git

• Helping one of South Africa’s largest vehicle fleet management
companies accurately price project costs for hundreds of
specialised vehicles down to the cents per kilometre, to provide
more competitive products to consumers.
• Developing reliable processes, visual dashboards and tracking
tools to monitor the delivery of school books across South Africa.
• Learning and implementing complex tax and duty tracking tools
which enable the world’s largest commodity traders to operate in
multiple markets.
• Developing complex rules engines for some of South Africa’s
largest medical schemes, and gaining an understanding of how
medical insurance works.
• Helping banks consolidate data across all their divisions by
working on huge scale data models, warehouses, and integrations
with enormous financial implications.
• Building internet banking and other financial apps (that your family
and friends may end up using) in one of the most exciting agile
environments in the country.
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OUR PROJECTS SPAN ACROSS
A WIDE RANGE OF INDUSTRIES:

|

LOTS OF DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES
AND LOTS OF DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES,

ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA
- 6 projects

FOOD & BEVERAGE
- 2 projects

TRANSPORTATION
- 3 projects

BUT WHAT TYPES
OF PROJECTS
DO WE TEND TO DO?
EVERYTHING FROM DIGITAL PUBLIC-FACING
SYSTEMS TO BACK-END LINE-OF-BUSINESS
DATA PRESENTATION SYSTEMS.

AGRICULTURE & MINING
- 6 projects

PROJECT TYPE:

INSURANCE
- 34 projects

RETAIL
- 4 projects

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
- 7 projects
EDUCATION
- 3 projects

BANKING
- 31 projects
ENERGY & CONSTRUCTION
- 8 projects

PUBLIC ADMIN & TELECOMS
- 4 projects

FINANCIAL SERVICES
- 22 projects
SPORT & TOURISM
- 5 projects

REAL ESTATE
- 3 projects

PRESS START
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HEALTH & BIOTECH
- 5 projects

CONSULTING & RECRUITMENT
- 2 projects

ELECTRONICS & GAMING
- 5 projects

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Modern responsive web applications
Internal and external self-service enterprise web portals
Mobile phone and tablet applications
Multi-channel digital products
Custom system integrations
Core operational systems, such as workflow, CRM etc.
Middleware, workflow and process orchestration systems
High-performance systems
Document and content management systems
Cloud-based systems
Consulting projects geared at helping IT departments
implement modern practices in DevOps, Agile, Cloud etc.
Data warehousing, dashboarding and Business Insights
Big Data, Data Lakes, Machine and Deep Learning
Business process optimisation
Database and NoSQL database development
Predictive and behavioural analytics

Our projects are performed on and off-site. As is usually the
case, the large-scale projects with lots of sensitive data are
performed from the customer's premises. This figure is always
in flux, but generally we see about 60% of our work performed
at the customer's site.
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TAKE
ME TO
YOUR
LEADER!
OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM.

Each member has grown with the company, and many
even started their careers at Entelect as junior analysts or
developers. In fact, all were developers or analysts, and
this means they have a real understanding of the day-today challenges the people of Entelect face. Approachable,
down-to-earth personalities combined with an open-door
policy and flat management structure, help to ensure that
we stay true to our culture. The biggest contributor to that
culture though, is that the company’s leadership knows every
individual within the company and puts a lot of time and effort
into maintaining and growing those individual relationships.

PRESS START
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TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER

THE LORE OF ENTELECT

SHASHI | CEO

SHELDON | GENERAL MANAGER

Shashi holds a Master’s degree in Software Engineering
from Wits, and started working at Entelect in April
2005 as a junior developer/analyst/project manager/
salesperson/consultant – in a small business you must
be willing to do whatever it takes. He loved the fact that
he could take ownership of anything and everything as well
as grow himself, and is passionate about giving people the same
growth opportunities that he had. All his proudest moments
at Entelect involve individual peoples’ success; professional
and personal growth stories during their time here. Shashi still
enjoys a game of soccer, while his knees can still take it, as well
as wildlife and spending time in nature. Ask him how on earth he
managed to wreck his Alfa Romeo in the company parking lot.

Sheldon joined Entelect in early 2007 straight after
obtaining an Electrical Engineering degree from Wits.
During his first few years he worked across multiple
projects in varying industries. He enjoyed learning
about, and then adding value, through technology
to these different businesses. Sheldon is our Swiss
Army Knife – he has overseen commercial and
operational parts of the business, technology, and
training, as well as ensuring we are in contact with the
best grads across SA’s universities. Seeing Entelect and
its people grow from year to year is one of his greatest passions,
along with rock climbing and talking about rock climbing.

TIM | COO

TOMISLAV | GENERAL MANAGER

After graduating from UCT with a BSc in Computer Science,
Tim moved to Gauteng to pursue a professional music career
in 2006. However, he quickly realised that music doesn’t always
pay the rent, and he couldn’t compete with Prime Circle.
Tim joined Entelect as a graduate Software Engineer
in 2007, and started channelling his creativity
into software development, with a focus on
Java. Tim enjoys liberating the best in people
who are passionate about building something
meaningful, and found good company for that
ambition in the Entelect team. He remains an avid
surfer and travels regularly to satisfy his thirst for
exotic waves.

MATTHEW | CTO
Matthew joined Entelect straight out of varsity (UJ BSc IT (Hons)
cum laude), and worked his way up the ranks. He has headed
up several successful projects for Entelect, focusing on
outsourced work where it is required to really own and
drive decisions, delivery and relationships with our
own initiative. Matthew is known for readily having an
opinion on everything, and a stubborn desire to get
things done properly. His exposure to a large number
of businesses, systems and teams means you’ll usually
find him helping Entelect’s clients channel and describe
their requirements, and grooming projects prior to diving into
development. He loves galvanising people and being a part of
team energy, networking within Entelect, correcting grammar,
and defending his DOTA 2 title at Entelect’s LAN game evenings.

Tomislav is our resident slav. He graduated from the University
of South Africa with a BSc in Computer Science (cum
laude) in 2007 whilst holding a full-time job at a small
software consulting company. His experience
ranges from building back-end software in
the Casino, Mining, and Telecoms industries
to front-end solutions for Retail, Marketing,
and Insurance companies. A husband, father,
golfer, dev and mentor, his passion lies in
helping people realise their full potential. He
is the guy to teach you the proper technique for
Entelect's infamous handstand beer funnel.

RYAN | GENERAL MANAGER
Ryan has spent almost two decades designing,
developing, and implementing database and
Business Intelligence solutions. In 2007, Ryan
joined Entelect as a Data Solutions Developer
and in 2014, he was promoted to head up
Entelect’s Data Solutions Division. Ryan’s
passion for data and business efficiencies have
led him to managing the commercial side of
Entelect, ensuring our internal operations are
integrated and run smoothly, and that we continue
to improve on our data driven decision making. Ryan has
a mixed bag of hobbies; everything from cycling to playing golf,
and he is also an avid collector (or hoarder) of everything from
antiques to geek collectables (he is a secret Funko Pop fanatic).
Be sure to give him grief about his obsession with Justin Bieber.

|
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CHARMAINE |
GENERAL MANAGER
Charmaine started her epic journey with Entelect
in 2007 as a Recruitment Consultant for Entelect
Placements, and quickly ended up running the
place! After the Placements business was shut
down, she moved over to the main business, who
were in her words “her worst client” because Entelect’s
standards are so high. Part of the furniture here, and having
seen it all, Charmaine has helped numerous people settle
into our family.
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WHO WILL GUIDE YOU?

who
will
guide
you?

DANIEL | GENERAL MANAGER
Daniel graduated from the University of Cape Town in
2007 with a BSc in IT and Computer Engineering. He
immediately found his feet in the enterprise software
engineering stack becoming proficient in both Java
and .NET. His passion for building software was
quickly complemented with an affinity for people
and relationships, which saw him take on a more
managerial role. As well as being a father, Daniel
is trying to be Entelect’s first Bitcoin millionaire. He
also enjoys working out and the occasional game of
squash.

DOUG | GENERAL MANAGER
Doug’s been dabbling with software development for over 18
years. These days he enjoys helping good development
teams become great development teams. When the
realities of life become too much, he cracks open
an IDE and writes a few lines of code. Armed with
a BSc (Hons) in Computer Science and Information
Systems from Rhodes University, Doug has worked
on service-oriented architectures and front-end
portals utilising various languages, technologies,
and frameworks, from C and C++ to Ruby, .NET, Spring
and Java EE. When he’s not spending time with family,
enjoying the outdoors or taking photographs, he’s probably
reading a book or trying to learn some new software language or
framework. Remember to ask him what it was like coding using
punchcards.

MOOSA | DELIVERY MANAGER
Moosa comes from a 15-year background in the
software development industry. As a self-professed
entrepreneur, software engineer, business
owner, technologist, life hacker, productivity
enabler, leader, mentor and motivator, his
passion lies in bringing people and technology
together to solve problems. Moosa is a family
man who loves a good game of soccer and Age
of Empires, who amazingly, once was a victim of
piracy (the “aaargh” kind).

PRESS START
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ORLANDA | GENERAL MANAGER

JONATHAN | DELIVERY MANAGER

Orlanda has a CA(SA) accounting qualification and is
obviously the youngest member of our team! She
joined Entelect in June 2012 after many years
in the corporate banking industry and has
responsibility for the company finances, taxes,
regulatory, compliance and other (non-dev,
thankfully) related items. And as she controls
the payroll, remember to be polite when you
see her! Orlanda is Mom to three handsome
boys, has two dogs, four cats, a tortoise and a
couple of bee hives.

Jonathan joined Entelect in 2017 with close to two
decades worth of experience in the development
and consulting space, and only his humility
prevents him telling everyone about his
massively impressive delivery record in a
variety of industries and technologies. Outside
of work, he's a self-proclaimed coffee snob,
whiskey enthusiast and excitable motorsport
spectator. Remember to ask him if he’s really the
best dev in the leadership team.

AHMAD | DELIVERY MANAGER
MATTHEW | DELIVERY MANAGER
Matt relocated to SA from the north of the UK at the start
of 2014 to get away from the rain. He holds an MSc in
Software Systems Technology from the University of
Sheffield and has over 18 years’ experience working
in IT. During the day Matt works with Entelect’s teams
at our largest client Discovery. Outside of work he
enjoys exercising outdoors, be it cycling, running,
climbing or swimming. Be sure to ask him about his
idea of what to cook for a romantic meal.

KARLHEINZ | DELIVERY MANAGER
Karlheinz completed his BIT degree at Tuks before joining a
team to do his bit for the country at SARS. After a few battlehardening years, he took up a new position building software
for many large insurance companies. The next 8 years
were spent working his way through the ranks while
at the same time satisfying his travel urges on many
(MANY) site visits to the UK and Eastern Europe. He
is a stickler for attention to detail and can often be
found reviewing code and specs with a fine-toothed
comb. As a keen outdoorsman and self-proclaimed
bibliophile, he loves spending some quiet time in the
bush and is always on the lookout for the next destination
to visit while enjoying a good book or two – so let him know if
you have any good suggestions on either.

Ahmad completed his BSC Computer Science Hons
at Wits before joining Entelect as a Software
Engineer and working his way up through the
ranks. One of his greatest passions is nurturing
engineers to take them to next level. Ahmad is
still known to crack open an IDE on occasion
and write some code and is a strong advocate
of pragmatic and best dev practices. While he
thinks the best Christmas movie ever is Die Hard
and LOTR is about short people saving the day, he
can give you great advice about what’s good on Netflix.

GREG | SOLUTIONS
ARCHITECT MANAGER
Greg’s passion for problem solving and logic
led him to a BSc IT (Hons) cum laude at RAU/
UJ in 2005. After two years as a Java dev, he
joined Entelect as a .NET dev and never looked
back. Greg is battle-scarred from dev’ing across most
tech stacks and industries and now heads up systems
architecture and design here. While he’s not sharing his
technical knowledge or annoying the rest of us with his
“high attention to detail” and strong opinions, he can be
found on a mountain somewhere shredding the trails on
his treasured mountain bike! PS – let him know if you have
any cool trail routes.
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Who
will
show
you
the
way?

JACQUES | DELIVERY MANAGER
Jacques graduated from Stellenbosch University with
a MSc Industrial Engineering (Cum Laude) in 2011
after which he decided to give IT a go as a systems
analyst. He quickly learned how to translate business
problems into technical solutions and that bringing
the right people together is the key to delivering
great software. Jacques joined Entelect in 2016, after
relocating to Johannesburg, and has been involved
in a variety of managed solution projects. His passion is
using software solutions as a means to make a meaningful
impact on businesses and create systems that people love using.
In his spare time he plays hockey, goes running with his dogs and
finds new ways of making the perfect braai.

BIANCA | MARKETING MANAGER
Bianca graduated from The University of South Africa with a
BCom in Economics and Business Management. Having spent
6 years in the gaming industry as a Product Marketing
Manager at Electronic Arts, moving into the software
industry was a natural progression, and she joined
Entelect in March 2018. As one of only a handful of
the team that is not a techie, her passion for people
and company culture is where she contributes most
of her time. Heard about our award-winning Graduate
Programme; The Entelect Challenge; Entelect’s
Technology Accelerator and DevDay – well these are just a
few of the initiatives Bianca runs. She has a daughter, who is half
Australian and in her spare time, you will find her on the tennis
court or trying to better her swing on the driving range.

ADRIAN | MANAGER
Adrian completed his BSc Comp Sci Honours degree from the
University of Cape Town. He started his career at ACI Payment
juggling Dev teams in Russia and Client in USA. From there he
moved onto a Renewable Energy Start-up building an
IOT Smart Metering platform before joining Entelect
in 2017. Adrian is a born and bred Capetonian and
will tell you every moment he gets on why it’s the
best city in the world. He now holds up the Fort
that is the Cape Town office of Entelect. He has
2 adopted boys and is an Avid fan of Lego and
Formula 1.

RISHAL | BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS MANAGER
Rishal has been obsessed with computers,
technology, and crazy ideas since his childhood. He
holds a BSc honours degree in computer science.
Through his career he has been involved in the
leadership of teams and projects, hands-on software
engineering, strategic planning, and the end-to-end
design of solutions for various international clients. Rishal has
a passion for business mechanics and strategy, growing people
and teams, design thinking, artificial intelligence, and philosophy.
Rishal speaks at conferences around the globe to make complex
concepts more accessible and help people elevate themselves;
and he’s published a book about artificial intelligence.

CANDICE | RECRUITMENT
Candice's passion for people and relationship building led her
down the path of Talent Acquisition where she started her career
in 2007, her love of technology found her taking up multiple
roles in the Software Consulting industry including Account
Management, Commercial Principle, Entrepreneur and
now oversees the Talent Acquisition team at Entelect
where the Jedi finders spend their days finding
top talent for one of SA’s coolest tech companies.
Candice loves spending time outdoors, she is a
foodie, brews her own wine from time to time and
has managed to coin the embarrassing nickname
‘Candypops’ with her fellow colleagues.
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many locations we have...
OUR OFFICES ABROAD

new zealand
Entelect New Zealand kicked off its operations in November
2017. Opening the branch was an opportunistic move, and after
spending some time in the market, it’s clear we made the right
choice! Not only does New Zealand open up a new market for
Entelect to grow into but it also creates an opportunity for
Entelectuals to live and work overseas.
New Zealand has been repeatedly voted as one of the best
places to live in several surveys over the years - a hidden gem
nestled in the Pacific Ocean. There are many reasons to choose
New Zealand, but one of the most striking advantages is the
value that Kiwis place on family life.
The outdoor lifestyle in NZ is fantastic: parks for hiking (tramping)
and cycling are accessible from almost everywhere. You are
almost always near the ocean or a beach, and it is completely
safe. There are no snakes in NZ and no animal or insect that can
kill you!
From the perspective of the business itself, we are still in our
infancy. While our growth plans are big, for now there are a
number of priorities that we are sticking to:
• Our core capability will be within the enterprise technology
space so typically C#.Net, Java, Web (ReactJS, Angular, and
other web frameworks) and Cloud (Azure and .Net).
• We are building a customer base in New Zealand, and the
number of customers we can get will dictate how many people
we can bring into the business.

PRESS START
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New Zealand, like almost everywhere in the world has a shortage
of IT skills, but moving across depends on a few things:
• The Visa process is stringent, and you will need to qualify to
emigrate for us to consider you. We are not emigration advisors,
so this is a topic we are not qualified in, and more importantly, not
allowed to help with.
• Entelect New Zealand must have a need - we will only be able
to take on people where we have a definite need for those skills
and levels of experience. From a legal perspective, it is important
for us to have tried sourcing people who are already in New
Zealand, to fulfil a particular role before considering anyone
abroad.

Fixx iT was established in 2005 and became known for importing
top quality South African technology skills into the Dutch market.
In early 2019, Fixx iT became a part of the Entelect family through
an acquisition. The two businesses already shared a passion for
creating great opportunities for technology professionals, and
the acquisition made sense for both parties. For Entelect, it’s
another opportunity for our people to go and experience another
country and culture, alongside New Zealand and not forgetting
our various offices across South Africa. For Fixx iT, it’s a chance to
increase the pipeline to South Africa via the strength of Entelect’s
brand. Because Fixx iT has been operating out of The Netherlands
for so long, it is much easier for us to bring people into the
country, than our New Zealand business currently is.
The Netherlands is an amazing country, with a rich history and a
culture based on work-life balance, spending time with friends
and family and celebrating people. There is so much to explore
in The Netherlands (just watch out for cyclists!), and of course, it’s
easy to access the rest of Europe from there.
Like in New Zealand and South Africa, the business needs people
who are passionate about technology, with strong experience
levels. The focus is largely around enterprise technology with a
need for .NET, Java, JavaScript, Mobile and BI specialists.
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EROS | MANAGING DIRECTOR
Eros holds an MBA from the University of Roehampton
and is an entrepreneur at heart. He started his own
IT, Web Design and Multimedia company in the
Netherlands, which is where he grew up. His love
for beauty, sunshine and the outdoors led him to
South Africa in 2002 where he kept sharpening
his IT project and program management skills.
Later as a consultant, he managed highperformance teams for the implementation of large
IT transformation initiatives. He is particularly adept at
translating the gaps between IT and business and with that,
a fit for purpose solutions delivery to clients. His passion for
nature and the outdoors saw him joining the Wilderness
Leadership School, and was certified as a field and trails guide.
He gets to regularly join the anti-rhino poaching patrols in the
Pilanesberg. While in the bush he also learned how to braai properly. Eros returned to the Netherlands in 2018 and soon after
that was approached by Entelect, and joined Entelect
Netherlands in 2019 where he is now 'pilot in command'. Eros
still pursues a lifelong passion for flying aeroplanes and
helicopters. And yes, when the weather in the Netherlands
occasionally allows... he still loves to braai.

YATISH | MANAGING DIRECTOR
Yatish graduated from the University of
Witwatersrand with a BSc (Electrical Engineering)
in 2005. He then joined Entelect, where he was
exposed to numerous projects across various
domains, initially as a Software Engineer and
later as a Team Lead. In 2010, Yatish was
promoted to the General Management team,
where his core focus was around human capital.
In 2016, Yatish was appointed Chief People
Officer to look after all matters that relate to our
people including talent management, induction,
recruiting and other HR-related matters on a strategic level.
Yatish took on a new challenge at the end of 2017, to kick off the
first International branch in New Zealand. Be sure to ask him
about fishing, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu or Adventure Motorcycle Riding.
For any questions around the New Zealand operation, contact
Yatish on yatish@entelect.co.nz

netherlands
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WE BELIEVE THAT IF YOU
ARE NOT GROWING,
THEN WE’RE BOTH DOING
SOMETHING WRONG.
We strive to provide our people with the very best
career development opportunities, which broaden
both technical skills and soft skills required in the
workplace. This accelerated growth is something
that we are known for in the industry.
Career growth at Entelect is about learning new
skills, acquiring more tools for your toolbox,
building your confidence, and handling greater
responsibilities. It is not about chasing a title,
since the same title may mean something
different at another company. The different roles
in the company are built around the relevant
responsibilities and the tools a person is expected
to have at that level.
These titles exist purely based on ability and
experience so that we put together teams that have
the right balance of those qualities. The overall
structure within Entelect is quite flat, and where
required, we offer our people the opportunities to
change direction or specialise.
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TEAM LEAD
x Main responsibility is to balance:

PICK A PIXEL,
ANY PIXEL!

x Customer requirements and expectation management
x Team members' growth, morale and deliverables
x Obligations to Entelect in terms of involvement and admin

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
x Has leadership responsibilities across multiple delivery streams

x Fully involved in leadership and project deliveries

x Has more commercial responsibilities across several projects and teams

x Has transferable skills with people, tech and processes

x Focuses more on management than technical craft

x Retains some technical involvement in project

x Actively involved in leadership of people as well as project delivery

HERE IS A BREAKDOWN OF THE CAREER PATHS AT ENTELECT:

LEVEL 3:
SENIOR

x Has a wealth and variety of experience, especially:
x Different scenarios and managing expectations
x Technical knowledge

LEVEL 2:
INTERMEDIATE
x Has the experience to make informed
decisions within their workstreams
x Has enough experience to troubleshoot
and problem-solve

x Excellent troubleshooting and problem-solving skills
x Has the ability to mentor others (including seniors)
x Has the ability to take into account both business and
technical drivers
x Delivers high quality projects
x Manages a customer, team members and other stakeholders

x Takes on some next-level responsibilities
(eg. make decisions regarding design)
x Is able to work independently
x Mentors and guides junior team members

ENTRY LEVEL:
COULD BE A:
SOFTWARE ENGINEER,
BUSINESS ANALYST,
UX SPECIALIST, ETC.
x Emphasis is placed on learning
and development

TECHNICAL LEAD
x Leads projects in terms of technical excellence, quality and delivery

SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT

x Has a deep understanding of craft

x Drives Entelect's technology direction and competencies within
the company and externally

x Has transferable skills with people, tech and processes

x Consults and influences people at a business and technical level

x Is known as a trusted advisor on technical aspects to project team and customer

x Is a master of their craft

x Upholds and improves technical knowledge and ability across Entelect
x Is actively involved in mentorship and training
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WORK LIFE EXPLAINED

WHAT IF I START STAGNATING
ON MY PROJECT?
SWAP PARTIES AND TAKE ON NEW QUESTS

work life
explained

WHAT PROJECT WILL I BE
ASSIGNED TO?
FORMING YOUR PARTY
Team members are assigned based on skills-fit, technology,
and experience, but we do take into account other factors
such as tech interests, domain preferences and location.
Teams are structured around the type of project, length
of project, skills requirements and employee growth
opportunities. This means that wherever possible, we will
not only place the best mix of people together to deliver
effectively on a project, but also ensure that the people
bring a mix of expertise to the team.
Technology and skills-fit are the most important criteria
when determining which project a person would be
assigned to. However, we also look at a number of other
factors, such as which projects are in need of people, the
location of the project (so as not to force anyone into
overly-lengthy commutes) and any desires that person may
have. For example, someone may really want to work in a
particular business domain, or on a specific technology.
We will try to make that happen, although of course it is
dependent on opportunities available at the time.

One of the perks of working at Entelect is that there is an array of
projects and clients each with their own unique processes, domains
and technologies. This creates an excellent opportunity for you
to gain exposure to a variety of things throughout your career at
Entelect. Switching teams happens regularly and helps us to avoid
project fatigue. You know what they say: "a change can be as good
as a holiday"!
Switching teams is guaranteed and is encouraged - in fact, our
stance is that we would prefer to have an individual request a project
change than be stuck in an environment that is not conducive to their
well-being or growth. As a growing organisation, our regional and
international expansion has meant that we are now also fortunate
enough to be able to offer our employees an even greater change
- this may mean a move closer to home or even a change in province.

MASTER YOUR CRAFT.
“THE BEST SWORDSMAN IN THE WORLD MAY BE
DISARMED BY A TRICK THAT’S NEW TO HIM.”
		

- PRINCE CASPIAN

We place a lot of emphasis on ensuring that our people get good
advice and guidance when it comes to helping them become more.
Entelect’s performance management process is unique in that, unlike
many other companies, we run quarterly reviews. The objective of this
is to provide our people with more frequent feedback to help them
hone and refine their skills more quickly, accelerating their growth.
Our Team Leads are empowered to perform monthly touch-bases and
one-on-ones with their team members.
During reviews, information is obtained from peers, customers
and leaders, which is used to give feedback to each other and to
help us find opportunities to stretch and grow our skills. Senior
management will always be involved in this process, either in the
sessions themselves or in separate sessions that are designed to
ensure measurement across everyone is consistent and fair, and that
opportunities for growth can be identified across the company and
not just in the person’s project team.
The two major reviews include a salary review - in fact, we do salary
increases twice per year. This is to ensure the fast growth shown by our
people is rewarded more immediately instead of only once per year,
which is the industry norm.
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The four
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of career
growth
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ABILITY IN THE CRAFT
We want to understand what the technical skills and passions of
our people are, and how they want to develop their craft. We
encourage a willingness to continually learn, improve and grow.

SOFT SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
This is as important a part of growth as technical and craft skills.
Finding opportunities for people to leverage strengths and stretch
themselves (in areas such as growing confidence, organisational
skills, influencing change, galvanising teams and mentoring
others) is a part of career growth.

UNDERSTANDING
STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
We aim to understand what areas of improvement there are, and
how to utilise areas of real strength. Finding opportunities for
learning and practising new technical skills is key in this area.

HEALTH CHECK
A health-check on the basics is included: admin,
timekeeping, work ethic etc.
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THE COMMANDO

ENGINEERING TRACK

THE

Commando
ENGINEERING TRACK
DEVELOPING SOPHISTICATED
SOFTWARE TO BETTER THE WORLD.
“I love designing solutions for my customers that
create a real impact in their business. The work is
tough and challenging, but the people we work with
here at Entelect and our clients make it all worthwhile”
THE SOFTWARE ENGINEER’S ROLE IS TO ENGINEER THE
DELIVERY OF WORKING SOFTWARE THAT MEETS OUR
CLIENT'S NEEDS.
Sounds fancy, right? As a Software Engineer at Entelect you are
responsible for more than just writing code. You will find that the
process, environment, tooling and even maturity of the client’s
software knowledge varies across the teams, so the Software
Engineer’s job would vary too, depending on the situation.
Being adaptable as a Software Engineer is very important. You
will find that as you transition through different projects, teams,
domains and clients, you will always be learning - and that’s part
of what makes working at Entelect cool.

The Software Engineering track currently incorporates software
engineers, developers, business intelligence developers, data
scientists and other titles – basically anyone that writes any form
of code!

CORE CHARACTERISTICS OF A SOFTWARE ENGINEER:
• DELIVERY: Entelect has a reputation for delivery and it
is one of the reasons why we have grown so quickly – we
don't have a massive sales team. It’s all about delivery and
building a good brand. As a Software Engineer here, your
delivery record is very important.
• TECHNICAL ABILITY: Technical ability is core to the
different levels. It is not just about having a surface
level understanding of things – depth is vital here.
Understanding why certain frameworks are beneficial, as
well as understanding the pitfalls of these tech choices is
important. This takes experience.
• QUALITY: Coding principles and knowing the best practices
around development is crucial. As a service provider, we are
expected to deliver things the right way – clients look to us
as the experts, so taking shortcuts is not an option. When
we leave a piece of software we should have the confidence
that we have delivered something that will last.

• PROFESSIONALISM: Software Engineers interact with the
client directly – sometimes by email, sometimes over the
phone, but almost always, face-to-face. This is true for all
levels, so an element of professionalism is very valuable
to us. Being a Software Engineer at Entelect means you
are now representing an organisation, a brand, but most
importantly something you are part of.

“In my job as a Senior Software Engineer, I have the
autonomy to make decisions for my client.
It’s scary at times, but the challenge is so exciting.
The management team believe you are capable of
doing anything and offer all the support needed.”

PRESS START
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DEPENDING ON YOUR EXPERIENCE AND ABILITY AS A
SOFTWARE ENGINEER YOU WOULD FALL INTO ONE OF
THESE THREE ROLES:
SOFTWARE ENGINEER:
This is the entry level role and is reserved for individuals who may have
recently graduated or are joining with a non-traditional development
background (e.g. PHP, C++, C, Sharepoint). With time, a Software Engineer
will learn how to work with good coding principles on a project, as well
as how to work with stakeholders, business analysts, clients and product
owners. They will also learn how systems are tested and come together.
INTERMEDIATE SOFTWARE ENGINEER:
If you are at this point in your career, it means that you have experience, you
are working fairly independently and are probably becoming everyone's
‘go-to guy’. As an Intermediate you are expected to be skilled enough
that you can assist other Software Engineers. You have a good sense of
things like coding principles, stakeholder engagement and you are a damn
good trouble-shooter because you understand how systems fit together,
and when and who to ask for help. At this point in your career, you should
also be able to architect basic components of a system.
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER:
The Senior Software Engineer role is tough and people within it must
have enough depth of experience that their decisions are informed
and are cognisant of past experiences. You must have experience with
several systems and processes, and be a guru at some technologies.
You have enough experience that you are able to architect and structure
a small project, whilst mentoring and managing others. That means you
have proven that you can deal with scoping, expectation management,
architecture, design and client management. Your experience allows you
to seamlessly pick up new frameworks and technologies too.
As a Senior, you'd also be expected to portray the maturity and softer
skillset that Entelect Seniors are known for. Things like being able to hold
others accountable, influencing change, galvanising a team and managing
expectations of customers and team members are important skills for a
Senior.
Many people choose to remain as a Senior Software Engineer, or Master
Craftsman as we sometimes call it, where they can code without getting
involved in any of the management stuff. This a career decision that
Entelect values and respects, so don't feel pressured into moving into a
management role if it’s not for you.
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DESIGNING AND ARCHITECTING PRODUCTS THAT
GIVE VALUE ARE SIMPLE TO USE, EASY TO NAVIGATE
AND ABOVE ALL, ENJOYABLE!

THE

pathfinder
UX engineer
“My ultimate goal is to make people’s
lives better, and that is why I love my job.
My job as a UX Engineer is to juggle the

The UX Engineers role is to enhance user satisfaction with a
product by improving the usability, accessibility and pleasure
provided in the interaction with the product for Entelect’s
clients. Being adaptable as a UX Engineer is very important.
You will find that as you transition through different projects,
teams, products and clients, you will always be learning and
growing - and that’s part of what makes working at Entelect
awesome.

feasibly for the developers. This
ultimately creates a solution that
improves the lives of the people I work
for and with.”
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UX team to grow and develop our UX
capabilities because they realise the crucial
business value of user-centred design. In an
increasingly competitive market, we know
one of our key differentiators is the
integration of UX into the product

USER EXPERIENCE ENGINEER:
This is an entry level role and is reserved for individuals who
may have recently graduated. With time, a UX Engineer will
learn how to work with best practices on a project, understand
UX principles and be able to work with stakeholders, business
analysts, clients and product owners.

INTERMEDIATE USER EXPERIENCE ENGINEER:
As an Intermediate UX Engineer you can work on your own, are
proficient in your craft and are capable of mentoring and
coaching others. You will have decent industry experience and
can be tasked with driving the engagement on a small
deliverable, client or project although you do so under the
guidance of more senior UX Engineers. You have the
experience to foresee user experience design problems and
are learning how to avoid them in the future.

needs for the business and users to
achieve their goals, and the technical

“Entelect management has worked with the

SENIOR USER EXPERIENCE ENGINEER:
In addition to being technically proficient and adept at the craft
of UX Engineering, you carry a wealth of experience across
many different projects. You can draw on this experience to
quickly apply UX principles to any new situation and can hit the
ground running on any new project. You take ownership of
projects and require minimal supervision. You can lead and coordinate teams and product deliveries, as well as make strategic
design decisions.

development lifecycle. Our UX team works
alongside software engineers, BAs and
management to create software that not only
improve user’s efficiency and effectiveness
but also brings smiles to their faces.”
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THE SCOUT

DATA SOLUTIONS ENGINEER

AS AN ENTELECT DATA SOLUTIONS
ENGINEER, YOU’RE ALWAYS
INQUISITIVE.
You have a passion for data and how it flows from source all the
way through to actionable insights. You use your excellent
communication skills and data analysis smarts to translate
between business’s awesome ideas and making them a reality.

THE

scout
data solutions engineer

DATA SOLUTIONS ENGINEER:
This is the entry level role and is reserved for individuals who
may have recently graduated or are fairly new in their passion
for data solutions. With time, a Data Solutions Engineer will
learn how to work with good data modelling principles on a
project, as well as how to work with stakeholders, business
analysts, clients and product owners. Most importantly, how to
read, understand and analyse data.

INTERMEDIATE DATA SOLUTIONS ENGINEER:
You strive to continuously grow your technical skill-set as well
as knowledge on what data modelling methodologies to
appropriately apply to any environment. If you are at this point
in your career, it means that you have experience, you are
working fairly independently and are probably becoming
everyone’s ‘go-to data dude(tte)’.
As an Intermediate, you are expected to be skilled enough that
you can assist other Data Solutions Engineers. You have a
good sense of things such as modelling principles, stakeholder
engagement and you are a damn good trouble-shooter
because you understand how systems fit together, and when
and who to ask for help. At this point in your career, you should
also be able to design, architect and implement the basic
components of a data solution.

SENIOR DATA SOLUTIONS ENGINEER:
You have a thorough understanding of best practice data
solutions implementations. You work with multiple business
units and understand how they impact each other. With this
knowledge, you have the ability to provide a platform for
business to pull the relevant levers to enable and affirm their
strategic insights.
As a Senior, you’d also be expected to portray the maturity and
softer skillset that Entelect Seniors are known for. Things like
being able to hold others accountable, influencing change,
galvanising a team and managing expectations of customers
and team members are important skills for a Senior.
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WE RESPECT YOUR CODE:
Many people choose to remain as a Senior Data Solutions
Engineer, or Master Craftsman as we sometimes call it, where
they can code without getting involved in any of the
management stuff. This is a career decision that Entelect values
and respects, so don’t feel pressured into moving into a
management role if it’s not for you.

“I work with the best minds in the industry to
solve complex business problems for our
clients. I consolidate, analyse and provide
actionable insights to the client to ensure they
gain maximum visibility on their business and
can execute on strategic ideas backed by
data.”
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THE AGENT

BUSINESS ANALYST TRACK

WE SEE OUR BUSINESS ANALYSTS AS THE GLUE THAT HELPS
US KEEP EVERYTHING TOGETHER, SO THAT WE CAN FOCUS
ON GETTING THE RIGHT SOLUTION TO THE CUSTOMER.
Our Business Analyst role covers the business-focused functions such as business
process modelling, business architecture, strategy, management consulting as
well as the technical areas - such as systems analysis, user experience and even
data analysis.
Every project and customer we work with is different. You will find
that the process, environment, tooling, maturity of the customer’s
software knowledge, and even our team composition will vary.
This variation ultimately affects the role of the Analyst. Some
clients follow a waterfall approach, so documents such as Business
Requirements Specifications and Functional Requirements
Specifications are delivered. Others may follow an Agile approach in
which Use Cases with lighter Functional Requirements Documents
are delivered. With that said, Business Analysts at Entelect are
expected to be adaptable when it comes to the artefacts.

THE

AGENT
BUSINESS ANALYst
TRACK
“I love working here because I am
exposed to cutting-edge technology and
a wide variety of projects. My career plan
is constantly moving forward.”

PRESS START
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“In my job, I’ve had the opportunity to work on
country-wide loyalty programmes, that service
more than 6 million people – these opportunities
don’t come along anywhere else. It fundamentally
changed my capability as Senior BA.”

BEING A BUSINESS ANALYST HAS VERY LITTLE TO
DO WITH THE DOCUMENTATION YOU DELIVER,
BUT MORE ABOUT THE FOLLOWING KEY AREAS:
• SOLUTION FOCUS: We care about the solutions our
Analysts help deliver more than the quality of the documents.
That is not to say poor documentation is acceptable.
• COMMUNICATION: Analysts need to be naturally strong
communicators, as it is their underpinning function. This
is no different when it comes to the Business Analyst role
when working at Entelect.
• ADAPTABILITY: Adaptability is important to us. We have
seen environments with excellent Business Analysts who are
effective because they have been in the environment for so
long that they fully understand the domain, know exactly
who to speak to and how to speak to them. We often don't
have that luxury unfortunately, and as an Entelect Business
Analyst you will need to quickly pick up a new domain,
quickly read people and understand how to communicate
with them, as well as figure out the business process that
affects your delivery.
• PROFESSIONALISM: Business Analysts at Entelect interact
with the customer directly - sometimes by email, sometimes
over the phone, but mainly face-to-face. This is true for all
levels, so an element of professionalism is very important to
us. Being a Business Analyst at Entelect means you are now
representing an organisation, a brand, but most importantly
something you are intrinsically part of.
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DEPENDING ON YOUR EXPERIENCE AND
ABILITY AS A BUSINESS ANALYST, YOU WOULD
FALL INTO ONE OF THESE THREE ROLES:
BUSINESS ANALYST
Whilst this role may be an entry into the field, our expectations
are still high, but you will receive a bit more guidance. With
time, a Business Analyst will learn good principles: how to work
with stakeholders, software engineers, clients, product owners,
testers etc. and how systems fit together, amongst many other things.
INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS ANALYST
If you’re at this point in your career it means that you now have
some experience; you are working independently and you are
able to provide guidance to more junior team mates. As an
Intermediate you are expected to be skilled enough to assist
others. You also have a good sense of things like the domain and
stakeholder engagement. You should be running project-level
responsibilities independently, gathering and communicating
requirements at a respectable level, but will probably still lack
the ability and experience to run an engagement from end-to-end.
SENIOR BUSINESS ANALYST
The Senior Business Analyst role is tough and people within
it must have enough depth of experience that their decisions
are informed by (and are cognisant of) past experiences. At this
point you have seen several domains, systems and processes
and are a guru at picking up the essence of a new requirement
and domain quickly.
We expect someone at this level to be able to fully manage a
small engagement from end-to-end. This includes meeting the
client, gathering their requirements, documenting and sizing
the requirements, project-managing this requirement and
taking it all the way to delivery whilst mentoring and managing
others. That means you have proven that you can deal with
scoping, expectation management, architecture, design and
stakeholder management.
As a Senior, you'd also be expected to portray the maturity and
softer skillset that Entelect Seniors are known for. Things like
being able to hold others accountable, influencing change,
galvanising a team and managing expectations of customers
and team members are important skills.
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THE COMMANDER

TEAM LEAD

“I could not have grown more anywhere else but here at Entelect. We are
a bunch of talented, driven people; mostly a technical bunch. But we are
passionate about developing the best software because we know we can.
Personally, I love working with apps which my mates are using...”

THE

Commodore
team lead

TEAM
Looking after the team is probably one of the most important
responsibilities in the organisation that is bestowed onto our Team
Leads. As you have probably noticed, we value our people and we want
to create environments where everyone is mentored, coached and able
to grow. Our Team Leads are ultimately responsible for this mentoring,
and are held accountable for the growth of the individuals within their
teams. They do this through their day-to-day management of the team,
monthly one-on-one sessions and performance appraisals, which they
are expected to run and manage. This isn't always an easy task and
sometimes requires a Team Lead to deal with difficult situations and
conversations.
PROJECT
Team Leads are responsible for the delivery and quality of their team’s
deliverables. They are responsible for implementing and rolling out the
tooling and processes necessary to ensure this delivery.

CLIENT
Our Team Leads are also our face when it comes to customers; they
are the key representative who are responsible for managing the
relationship. They need to ensure that the necessary communication
happens, deliver a high level of service, as well as proactively address
potential issues. It is important to note however, that there is no heavy
expectation of cross-selling or upselling our services, with the role
being focussed on delivery, people and project matters. The account
management function is normally assigned to a member of the Senior
Management team.
ENTELECT
Team Leads are a part of the management team and are influential in
company-wide strategic decisions.

CRITERION

TEAM

CLIENT

ENTELECT

ADMINISTRATION

- Leave
- Policies
- Timesheets

- New team members
- Parking
- Timesheets
- Negotiations

- All

AWARENESS

- Team issues
- Individuals’ issues
- Team achievements
- Individuals’ achievements

- Client perceptions
- Professionalism
- Deadlines
- Opportunities

- Track record
- Similar achievements
- New people
- Processes
- Goals
- Values

COMMUNICATION

- Day-to-day
- Reviews
- Talk to each other
- Open

- Perception
- Close
- Honesty
- Requirements

- Regular feedback
- Close involvement

EMPOWERMENT

- Grow team members
- Get them involved
- 2ic

- Partnership
- Relationship
- Thorough communication

- Growing team members and clients

INVOLVEMENT

- Social
- Project management

- Opportunities
- Influence
- Understanding
- Key relationships

- Presence (company events, training)
- Meet new people
- Portray seniority

TECHNICAL

- Quality assurance
- Training

- Competence
- Delivery
- Quality

- Training
- Communication for track record

writing software on a daily basis alongside their team.

they are assigned to, and as such, this is a perfect role
for those individuals who still love to code, but also want
exposure to the management and leadership space.

PRESS START
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OVER AND ABOVE THEIR DEVELOPMENT RESPONSIBILITIES,
THEY ARE ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR FOUR KEY AREAS:

Team Leads at Entelect are still hands-on, designing and

They are still fully involved and invested in the projects

|
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THE TECHNOLOGIST

TECHNICAL LEAD

The Technical Lead role is one of the leadership roles at
Entelect; you are expected to lead and drive technical
direction, quality and delivery - not only within your
project, but also across the entire company. You are
not responsible for the career management of the
people on your team, nor are you solely responsible for
customer management. Your core responsibilities are
within the technical arena.

THE

TECHNOLOGIST
technical
lead
“Here, you have the freedom to become more. The open
management structure says a lot about the company and
the people come first. Happy people equals happy client.”

PRESS START
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As a Technical Lead, you have seen several systems
fail, succeed and evolve, and are a guru in some of
these technologies. You have enough experience
that you can architect and structure a project, which
would conform to the enterprise environment, whilst
mentoring and guiding others. That means you have
proven that you can deal with scoping, expectation
management, architecture, design and some customer
management. Your experience allows you to quickly
pick up new frameworks and technologies, and to
evaluate them effectively.

|
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IN ADDITION TO THIS, YOU WILL NEED:
DEPTH OF EXPERIENCE: Technical Leads should have a deep
understanding of why certain frameworks are beneficial, while also
understanding the pitfalls of these tech choices. To make these informed
decisions, the Technical Lead needs a depth of experience from working
in a variety of system types and technologies within different domains
and enterprise environments. This is not easily quantifiable, but it does
manifest itself in the decisions that a Technical Lead makes, ensuring
that we are delivering systems of high quality.
LEADERSHIP: Whilst Technical Leads may not be responsible for
career development, they are responsible for leading and driving
technical decision-making within their teams, and to do so, they need
to have built up a high level of respect from the team members. A
Technical Lead is a master at gaining buy-in and influencing others. In
the same light, Technical Leads need to be trusted and respected by
their customers too. You must be proactive in building relationships with
the senior members of the customer.
TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP: It is imperative that the skills of all our
employees are above expectations and this is one of the focusses as a
Technical Lead at Entelect. This can be achieved by structuring training
programmes, driving technical discussions/best practices, as well as
improving the technical landscape both on the project, at the customer,
as well as within the greater Entelect community.
THERE ARE TECH CIRCLES TO WHICH ALL TECHNICAL LEADS
BELONG, AND EACH OF THESE CIRCLES HAS A MANDATE
INCLUDING:
• Creating technical thought-leadership content through the Yoda
blogging platform, promotion of interesting articles, encouraging
speaking at conferences, enabling User Groups at Entelect and
various other community initiatives.
• Building and maintaining a knowledge base within Entelect
while creating incubators for new technologies, generating
project profiles and skills matrices, creating Entelect’s technical
publications, and bringing together various recipes for bite-sized
implementations of specific technologies or methodologies.
• Building out and administering Entelect’s training, fostering a
culture of contribution towards Entelect’s technical objectives
and promoting the idea of craftsmanship within our team while
maintaining a focus on delivery.
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THE SENTINEL

QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINEER
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AT ENTELECT, WE SEE OUR QA ENGINEERS AS
GATEKEEPERS OF QUALITY SOLUTIONS.
The QA engineer’s role is to ensure that we are building the
right thing, and that we are building the thing right. You will
find that with each different project there are many different
ways to achieve this and you will learn all about building test
plans that are forward – thinking while remaining grounded in
solid QA principles.

THE

Sentinel

Quality
Assurance
Engineer

QA ENGINEER
This role is reserved for engineers that have recently graduated
and might not have traditional exposure in a Software
Development Lifecycle. With time, a QA engineer will learn the
art of working with other members of a delivery team such as
developers, business analysts, product owners and other
stakeholders.
They will also get accustomed to the processes involved in
bringing a system to life.
INTERMEDIATE QA ENGINEER
As an Intermediate QA engineer, you are expected to be a selfstarter, technically curious about they way code behaves with a
commitment to quality throughout the SDLC. You will need to
adapt to different flavours of Agile implementations and
remain pragmatic about your approach to Quality Assurance.
As each implementation, tools and tech is different, you will
learn how to adjust your QA implementation (manual or
automation) to be fit for purpose. A highly successful approach
in one project does not necessarily work for another.

“I get to be the gatekeeper of the
quality and performance that I
demand from sites and apps that
I use. No amount of testing can
prove software to be right, but

SENIOR QA ENGINEER
At this level, you are expected to be the quality liaison between
stakeholders and delivery teams. You will need to put together
forward-thinking test approaches and plans that best suites the
requirements of our client. As a Senior, there is a lot of focus on
mentorship ( whether you are a manual or automation engineer)
and set of soft skills that you use to lead a happy and productive
QA team.

PRESS START
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a single test can prove it to be
wrong.”
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SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT

THE SAGE
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As a Solutions Architect, you have a proven
track record as a Technical Lead and have
contributed at several levels of the organisation,

the sage
solutions
architect
As a Solutions Architect at Entelect, you will no longer be fully involved in one
project or customer. Your core responsibilities are at a company level and you
will be expected to consult across several projects and initiatives.
BY THIS POINT IN YOUR CAREER YOU HAVE PROVEN THAT YOU ARE
NOT ONLY A MASTER CRAFTSPERSON, BUT THAT YOU:
x Can be fully trusted with all technical decision making
x Can balance technical requirements with a project’s business objectives
x Have contributed to improving Entelect’s technical landscape
x Have a vested interest in growing your own brand as well as the Entelect
brand as a whole, both internally and within the broader software
development community

“I joined Entelect 9 years ago as a senior software engineer...
It’s not always been easy. The work is very challenging, but
that gives you the opportunity to prove yourself and move up
the chain. Now I am a Solutions Architect, so the challenges
have all been worthwhile."

PRESS START
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both at an operational and at a strategic level.
The Solutions Architect role is also mandatedriven, and as such, each Solutions Architect
may have slightly different KPIs.

AT A HIGH LEVEL, THE SOLUTIONS ARCHITECTS
HAVE THE FOLLOWING RESPONSIBILITIES:
IMPLEMENTATION
Solutions Architects are still involved in the implementation of
projects, usually at a minimum of 2 days a week. Being invested in
project work is important as it helps to keep the Solutions Architect’s
skills “fresh”. We prioritise the project work assigned to you and
would only use the Solutions Architect where it makes sense. Some
examples would be to kick off a new project, or to assist in bringing a
project at risk back on track.
COMMUNITY
Strategically it is important to build the Entelect brand and contribute
to the development of the community. As such, this prospect is core
to the Solutions Architect's mandate. You are expected to present
and represent Entelect at conferences and within User Groups. This
development would also involve proactively developing relationships
with the appropriate people.
LEADERSHIP
You are responsible for mentoring and driving the Technical Leads
within Entelect. Whilst the relationship is not an authoritative one, you
are expected to “rally the troops” and guide them toward a common
goal. You will most likely be setting the mandates of and driving the
Tech Circles mentioned in the Technical Lead section.
ASSESSMENTS AND CONSULTING
Solutions Architects may be required to complete technical
assessments of existing systems. This will include, but is not limited
to, the architecture of a system, the methodologies used by a
development team and/or the tooling and environments.

TRAINING
Solutions Architects are ultimately responsible for training at Entelect
and this includes both the strategic and operational aspects behind
it. You need to ensure the quality is high, the content is relevant, the
delivery is effective and the necessary tracking and governance is
followed. You will also source and manage training suppliers.
STANDARDS AND DOCUMENTATION
You are now the custodian of quality of delivery across Entelect,
and as such, you are responsible for ensuring that the relevant
standards are in place, that they are communicated effectively, as
well as being followed.
PRESALES
As the technical authority at Entelect, you will be consulted during
the proposal phase of projects to ensure the correct technical
decisions are being made. You may need to develop prototypes as
part of this process.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
You would be expected to assign some of your time to R&D.
This may involve helping to understand technology trends or new
technologies that we come across. It may also involve building
accelerators and libraries that can be shared and reused across
various projects.
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THE CENTURION

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

THE

centurion
development
manager

“There is a strong emphasis on people and a
concerted effort to make people happy. So, if
you want to learn the trade and craft you will
not find a better place. At Entelect you are
surrounded by people willing to impart their
knowledge and help you to grow. People are
encouraged to drive themselves and then are
given all the tools to make it happen.”

PRESS START
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CHOOSING TO MOVE INTO A DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER ROLE IS A BIG STEP IN ONE’S CAREER
AS YOU ARE CHOOSING TO TAKE A STEP AWAY
FROM YOUR CRAFT.
If you started off your career as a developer or analyst, then you are
choosing to no longer write code or perform analysis on a day-today basis, so it really is a big career decision.
The Development Manager role has a large strategic and
commercial element to it, so before being considered for the role,
you would need to have developed a strong track record as a Team
Lead and would need to have built up solid customer relationships.

DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS ARE NORMALLY ALLOCATED TO
ONE OR MORE CUSTOMERS, EACH WITH A CORE MANDATE
AROUND THEM.
IN GENERAL, THE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER HAS THE FOLLOWING
RESPONSIBILITIES:
LEADERSHIP:
The Development Manager will often have many teams and Team Leads
reporting to them for guidance and mentorship.
DELIVERY:
The Development Manager is ultimately responsible for the delivery and quality
of delivery across all their teams and projects.
COMMERCIALS:
The Development Manager is responsible for all commercials regarding their
customers. They will be involved in the sales process, and will take responsibility
for growing the footprint of Entelect regarding the customer. Part of the function
includes cost negotiations and contract renewals.
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT:
The Development Manager serves as the primary business contact for a customer
and represents the customer’s interests at Entelect and vice versa. Because they
are close to the client, constant proactivity is needed to monitor and improve the
service our customers receive.
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GUILDS

GUILDS

GUILDS
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EXCLUSIVE GROUPS FOR
HIGHLY SKILLED INDIVIDUALS.
ARE YOU UP TO THE TASK?
ONLY THE BEST WILL DO.
Guilds are composed of a few individuals with skills, experience and
(most importantly) unabashed passion in a particular technology or
discipline. Examples include InfoSec, Agile, UI/UX, Mobile and more
to come.
THE GUILDS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR:

x Being a central point of contact to provide help and support to
anyone within Entelect and our customers in its specific discipline

x Creating learning and knowledge-share media through our
various channels (Dojos, beer-and-techs, forums, external training
providers etc.)

x Generating technical research and development content
x Creatively uplifting and increasing knowledge and competency
across Entelect and the external development community
We’ve seen the power of Meetups, User Groups and Open Source
Projects in terms of driving technology adoption and best practice
forward in a uniform manner. Applying knowledge, best practice and
giving support across over 900 people is no easy thing, and so the
concept of guilds was formed (with some inspiration from our friends
at Spotify and Hootsuite).
Membership and participation in guilds is through nomination, and
people at any level within the company can get involved if they show
the right level of passion, knowledge and ability. It is not only for
seniors and Tech Leads!
Guild members have first access to the best specialist training and
conferences in their discipline, as well as being given some R&D time
to improve their own depth of knowledge in their area. The guild
initiative is a new one at Entelect, and we are still in the process of
building these up, so it’s certainly an exciting time to come!

PRESS START
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PERKS? PLENTY!

“THAT’S-A
SO NICE!”

WHAT WOULD A COMPANY BE WITHOUT A
FEW COLLECTABLES TO MAKE THE GAME A
LITTLE MORE INTERESTING?

CONGRATULATIONS, YOU
ARE ONE YEAR OLDER!

For your birthday, you get a day's leave to use within the month
of your birthday.

- Mario

chapter 3

Perks?
PLENTY!

GOLD COIN 4

GOLD COIN 5

THE BEER TO UNITE
US ALL!

GOLD COIN 1

1UP

When it comes to people incentives, Entelectuals get rewarded
through our very own custom-built incentives programme,
called 1up (we assign points based on certain activities).
Entelectuals earn points for living Entelect’s values, delivering
exceptional results, promoting their own individual brands, and
giving back to the community. These points can be redeemed
for things like: software licenses, gaming vouchers, investment
options, shopping vouchers and even Uber rides.

GOLD COIN 2

KUDOS

Kudos are themed achievements that are awarded by peers
for Entelectuals that deliver, inspire, promote, and manifest
our values in the workplace. Every month, people who have
exemplified a value are awarded prizes and their story is shared
with all. It’s how we recognise awesomeness, so go forth and
be awesome!

When we are done working hard, we like to play hard. Across
our different offices, we have stocked bars with cold drinks, fruit
juices and beer. Friday afternoon socials are the norm and our
year-end parties are famous! Entelect organises family days
for people to get together and spend quality time getting to
know each other. It’s a fun day out with the family and friends
with planned activities, mini competitions, food and drinks.

GOLD COIN 6

TEAM LUNCH ON US!

Relationships are important to us and taking time out with your
team forges fellowship in a relaxed and chilled environment.
So, every month, we also give our teams a little extra time away
from the office for a lunch, on us! You can choose where and
when you want to go.

GOLD COIN 7

COMING FROM LANDS
FAR AND WIDE?

For those living in Pretoria and commuting to Johannesburg,
we offer a travel benefit in the form of a Gautrain allowance,
reducing travel costs and buying them that all important time
away from traffic.
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GOLD COIN 9

TECH ACCELERATOR
PROGRAMME

For those with innovative aspirations, our Tech Accelerator
Programme is a great way to explore those aspirations and ideas.
We allocate time, budget and face-to-face time with our Tech
Leads during the year towards your idea, and best of all, the IP of
the project remains yours.
GOLD COIN 10

FEELING AN ATTACK OF
THE SNACKISH KIND?

THERE IS A CARE PACK FOR THAT!

We know that engineers need fuel during their day to produce
great code, so all of our teams have access to free snacks and cold
drinks in the form of care packs, delivered right to your desks!

BONUS!

HEALTH

Entelect have partnered with Discovery Health as our preferred
medical aid scheme, and as such, have a dedicated account
manager that can help our people when the need arises in dealing
with Discovery. Being a part of the Entelect Discovery group
scheme means that new members wishing to join Discovery have
the waiting period waived and billing occurs in arrears instead of
up front. Entelect also takes care of paying the premiums directly
out of people’s salaries.

FINANCE
Our value of growth holds true when it comes to our people’s
future financial planning. How much growth though, is always a
choice. Entelect have partnered with the 10X Umbrella Provident
Fund as our preferred Provident Fund Manager. Retirement
planning is coupled with Life and Disability cover.

INSURANCE
GOLD COIN 8
GOLD COIN 3

BOUNTY SYSTEM

To help us along, we offer a R30,000 bounty to anyone who refers
an experienced developer or analyst that we end up hiring.
We also offer a R10,000 bounty for graduate (inexperienced)
developers or analysts. So, get your Boba Fett on.
PRESS START
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FUEL TO GET YOU GOING!

No, this is not food – that we already covered! For those that
don’t commute and don’t use the Gautrain, we have a loyalty
benefit in the form of a petrol card to help you on your way.
Spend 2 years with us in order to qualify for this and save more
on your travel costs as you continue your journey to Become
More!

Entelect has an optional Vehicle Insurance scheme that provides
our people with highly competitive vehicle insurance premiums.
Best of all, being a young company, we know that the youth are
often taken advantage of when it comes to vehicle insurance and
our partner, Econorisk, understand that too. Being a part of the
scheme means shared risk, resulting in generally lower premiums.
Because of a long and close relationship between our two
companies, Econorisk really go out of their way to look after our
people when dealing with claims.
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME

who you
gonna
call?
PRESS START
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME

WE CARE.
As engineers, we are constantly looking for challenges and greater
problems to solve. It’s what drives us, and the challenges of our
busy lives should not stop us from reaching our true potential. At
Entelect, we have an Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) that
provides valuable support to protect our people’s well-being and
to support them in coping with problems they may encounter at
work or at home. All of our people are granted open access to all
services.
This is a handy programme designed to provide Trauma Support,
Counselling, Legal and Financial advice for our people.

BELOW IS A LIST OF SOME OF THE SERVICES
WHICH ARE COVERED BY OUR EAP:
x Counselling sessions. Arranged as either telephonic or faceto-face sessions

x Financial advice. Anything from vehicle finance, personal
debt management, tax advice or advice on home/building/
personal lending

x Legal advice in criminal, civil or family law and assistance in
will and estate planning

x Comprehensive trauma response in both individual and
group sessions

x Leadership support and training
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 4

remember
your
training

"ONE DOES NOT SIMPLY...
						REMAIN THE SAME"

PRESS START
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REMEMBER YOUR TRAINING

TRAINING INITIATIVES ARE
PLENTY, AND THERE IS A
FORMAT TO SUIT EVERY
LEARNING STYLE.
IT DOESN’T MATTER HOW
YOU GROW, JUST AS LONG
AS YOU ARE GROWING.
Training, learning and mentorship is part of our DNA.
We incorporate learning into every aspect of the job
through working alongside some of South Africa’s
best talent – people who are dedicated to learning
from, and teaching, each other continuously.
Outside of the day-to-day work, our extensive range
of learning programmes are structured to help our
engineers grow; this could be anything from an
in-depth course on Java Spring, which would be
covered over several days, to a teaser on the latest
Single Page Javascript Framework covered in an hour
over pizza and beer.
We have structured the training to cater for different
learning styles. There are options for self-study
training, group based training, formal and informal
learning, and if there isn't anything suitable for you
then we encourage you to find what works and we
will look at sponsoring it.
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UPGRADE YOUR SKILLS

UPGRADE YOUR SKILLS

JAVA (SPRING)

VALUE MAPPING

AGILE
SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING

NETFLIX OSS

PROJECT INCEPTION

UX DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
TEST DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

N-REALITY
EVOLUTIONARY
DESIGN

CODE KATAS

INCUBATORS

REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT

iOS

REACT & REACT NATIVE

LEGACY CODE

ITERATIVE DEVELOPMENT +
EVOLUTIONARY DESIGN

REMEMBER YOUR TRAINING

ANGULAR

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

LEGACY CODE

|

.NET CORE

TECH ACCELERATOR

MODELLING TECHNIQUES

ITERATIVE PLANNING

WEB APP SECURITY BASICS

SPRING BOOT

ENTELECT LIBRARY

UX AND WEB DESIGN

BUILDING WEB APPLICATIONS

ORACLE + MICROSOFT

DATA ACCESS

deeper learning

SPRING CERTIFICATION
& TRAINING

SPRING CONFIGURATION

PYTHON

self-study
PLURALSIGHT
ONLINE TRAINING

ANGULAR 2+ NODEJS

BUILD AN ONLINE BANK
SPRING SECURITY

CERTIFIED
SCRUM MASTER

MASSIVE OPEN
ONLINE COURSES

UX FORUM

TRAINING &
DEVELOPMENT

JAVA FORUM

GAMIFICATION +
BEHAVIORAL DESIGN

community
FORUMS

SQL FORUM

MASTERING AGILE
SCRUM PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

TECH FORUMS
.NET FORUM
CHEF

AI ZA USER GROUP

CODE RETREAT

JSinSA
XAMARIN

SQL SERVER

DEVELOPER USER GROUP

SQL PASS
ADOBE XD

0 0110
000
10
11

ELASTIC SEARCH

010 01100
11
0
11

01111010 0
01

BEER & TECH
BASH SCRIPTING

01

DATA FUTURE

XAMARIN USER GROUP

DEVCONF

tech chats

PY CON

CONFERENCES

01

VIPER ARCHITECTURE

GPUG
USER GROUPS

JAVA CLOUD CONFERENCE

ANDROID USER GROUP

OCTOPUS DEPLOY
IIBA

WORKING WITH APACHE CAMEL
EVENT STORMING
POWERSHELL

AGILE AFRICA

SOLID PRINCIPLES

DDD

SQL SATURDAYS

UNIT TESTING

MOB PROGRAMMING
BOTTLE NECK ANALYSIS
FOR DATABASES

TEST DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

DOJOS
DOMAIN DRIVEN DESIGN

upgrade your skills
THERE ARE MANY ROUTES TO TAKE WHEN UPGRADING
YOUR SKILLS. PICK ONE AND GROW!

PRESS START
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SQL USER GROUP

JOZI JUG

WEB UI DESIGN

OFFLINE SYNC

LOGGING + DEBUGGING

SUG SA

BI FORUM
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SELF STUDY

SELF STUDY

PLURALSIGHT
ONLINE TRAINING

Entelect has subscriptions to Pluralsight, an online,
on-demand technology learning platform. There
are over 5,000 relevant courses to choose from, so
there is something for everyone in there.

ENTELECT LIBRARY

We created the Entelect Library for those who prefer
learning through books. The library has a ton of
books, and is constantly growing as people request
new books to be purchased and added.
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MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE COURSES
The current set of Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) available on the internet is of excellent
quality. MOOCs have changed the training industry
because courses can be developed relatively easily by
anyone and are generally vetted by the public, making
it a true self-regulating system - we have employees
who have also contributed to some of these courses.

Some of the MOOCS that Entelectuals have undertaken include the
following courses run by Udemy:

Entelectuals can enjoy up to 6 courses a year through
Udemy. We also have access to other MOOC providers
such as Coursera, edX and Udacity. and our Technical
Leads and Solutions Architects will be able to advise
on the best courses out there.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Angular and NodeJS – The practical guide to MEAN stack
Build an online bank with Java, Angular, spring and more
Certified Scrum Master
Gamification & Behavioural Design: The Octalysis Framework
Mastering Agile Scrum Project Management
Python for Data Science and Machine Learning Bootcamp
UX & Web Design Master Course: Strategy, Design, Development
Xamarin Forms: Build Native Cross-platform Apps with C#

INCUBATORS

Incubators are short, self-learning training
packs that will help people get started in a new
technology stack. They are created or curated by
Entelectuals and are internally open-sourced thus
are continuously evolving. The training packs are
composed of a few key items such as:

TECH ACCELERATOR
The Tech Accelerator is a platform to work on
pet projects. Pet projects can be incubators
to new businesses, social initiatives or even
just building something as an excuse to play
around with cool new tech! We allocate
eight hours a month to work on pet projects,
sponsor a budget for any hardware or
tooling (R2000 per person on the team) and
assign Tech Lead time to each project.
The programme runs each year, and
signing up is as simple as pitching an idea
and letting us know the tooling, hardware
and infrastructure required. Projects are
completed over the year, and during that
time we host a series of hackathons where
the pizza flows, friends are made, ideas are
shared, projects are accelerated and trolls
are attacked with Nerf guns.

The point of the Tech Accelerator is to learn,
so the idea and IP belongs to the participants
and not Entelect.
The Tech Accelerator culminates in a yearend event where projects are showcased
and judged by all competitors and external
community members such as tech journalists
and entrepreneurs. The projects are
evaluated on several categories such as
technical innovation, cool factor and utility.
Don’t worry, it’s not a serious event but simply
a fun gathering where people show off their
achievements. The judges scores are tallied
and the winners are announced at the yearend function (for bragging rights of course).
Prizes are anything from drones and 3-D
printers to cold, hard cash.

JAVA,
MICROSOFT
AND IIBA
CERTIFICATIONS

We purchase collateral, allocate study leave, pay
for the exam and celebrate when our guys gain
their certifications. R1500 of 1up points are given
for each exam passed. People can do as many
exams as they want, and these certifications are
internationally recognised giving undeniable
street cred around the world.

go han solo

x Some reading material and training content
x Foundation source code and instructions to
get started
x A small project to complete with guidelines
along the way
x A list of Entelectuals who can assist when the
going gets tough
Whilst incubators fall within the self-study section,
there will be a lot of support along the way making
learning even easier.
Currently, we have incubator packs for the following:
x
x
x
x

Angular
Java (Spring)
Netflix OSS
UX Design

x
x
x
x

iOS
React & React Native
.Net Core
Web App Security Basics

IF YOU PREFER TO STUDY ON YOUR OWN AND AT YOUR OWN PACE,
THERE ARE A FEW SELF STUDY OPTIONS FOR YOU.

PRESS START
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AGILE SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING AND
ARCHITECTURE TRAINING
This is an 8-day course presented by nReality, aimed at
providing attendees with the knowledge to deliver high
quality and sustainable systems by effectively applying
prominent industry practices, techniques and tools. The
course is a combination of classroom-theory sessions,
practical exercises and some homework.
THE FOLLOWING TOPICS ARE COVERED:
x Agile Software Development, Lean Thinking, Flow and
Queuing Theory
x Project inception and envisioning
x Architecture description, specification and validation
x Requirements management, elicitation and measurement
x Test-driven development and behaviour-driven development
x Dealing with legacy code and refactoring
x Modelling techniques, Object Oriented Analysis and Design
(UML) and Domain-driven Design
x Design principles including SOLID, UNIX principles,
“Just barely good enough”, YAGNI and KISS
x Design patterns and architecture styles
x Continuous Integration and Delivery
x Value-Stream Mapping
x Create an architecture description in a group
x Design a solution using story mapping
x Simple TDD and refactoring exercises

EVOLUTIONARY DESIGN
This 2-day course presented by nReality provides
the ability to cater for ever-changing requirements in
software systems, without slowing software delivery
or sacrificing quality. The course is a combination of
theory and practice to introduce developers to the
principles and practices that underpin evolutionary
design and iterative development.
TOPICS INCLUDE:
x Principles of iterative development and
evolutionary design
x Test Driven Development
x Refactoring and working with legacy code
x Continuous Delivery
x Iterative planning game
x Code katas for TDD

PRESS START
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deeper
LEARNING

EVERY YEAR WE HOST INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS
WHO PROVIDE TRAINING IN DIFFERENT FIELDS.
HERE IS SOME INSIGHT INTO THE POPULAR
ONES AND THE TYPES OF THINGS WE DO.

SPRING CERTIFICATION
& TRAINING

We also host the official Java Spring Certification training at
Entelect. This 4-day course offers a hands-on experience with
Spring and its major features. On completion, participants will
have a foundation for creating enterprise-ready applications.
TOPICS COVERED IN THE CERTIFICATION INCLUDE:
x Spring Configuration using Java, Annotations and XML
x Aspect oriented programming with Spring
x Testing Spring applications
x Data Access - JDBC, JPA and Spring Data
x Using Spring for transaction management
x Building web applications with Spring MVC
x Spring Boot - introductory and advanced topics
x Implement REST with Spring MVC and RestTemplate
x Spring Security
x Microservices with SpringCloud

LEADERSHIP
TRAINING
For those moving into leadership
roles, we have a number of
supporting training mechanisms.
Our senior management team
each presents a session about a
different topic relevant to the role
of a Team Lead and we also have
external sessions following the
Legitimate Leadership model.

TECH FORUMS
The tech forums are internally organised structured courses
that we put together to cover a particular topic in-depth.
They typically consist of 10-14 2-hour sessions which are
spread over a couple of months.
THE FOLLOWING FORUMS AND RESPECTIVE TOPICS
ARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE:

.NET FORUM

|
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UX FORUM

WHAT IS INTERACTION DESIGN?
x

Explain the difference between good and poor
interaction design

x

Describe what interaction design is and how it
relates to HCI and other fields

x

Explain what usability is

x

Describe what is involved in the process of
interaction design

x

Outline the different forms of guidance used in
interaction design

x

Enable you to evaluate an interactive product

x

Explain what is meant by the problem space

x

Explain how to conceptualise interaction

SESSION

TOPIC

x

.NET BASIC FUNDAMENTALS

Describe what a conceptual model is and explain
the different kinds

A refresher on OOP, basic C# concepts and intro to .NET

x

Discuss the pros and cons of using interface
metaphors as conceptual models

.NET ADVANCED FUNDAMENTALS

.NET Advanced Fundamentals Discussion of more
complicated .NET concepts

x

Debate the pros and cons of using realism versus
abstraction at the interface

x
MEMORY MANAGEMENT AND
PERFORMANCE TOOLS

How .NET manages memory, understanding and
identifying typical memory issues and ways to combat/prevent them

Outline the relationship between conceptual
design and physical design

DATA ACCESS

Setup of the Data-access layer and management of object states and
transactions

LINQ

Deep dive into LINQ and concepts such as LINQ to Entities

ASP.NET MVC/WEBAPI WEB
APPLICATION - BASIC TOPICS

Basic discussion of the features of an ASP.NET Web Application

ASP.NET MVC/WEBAPI WEB
APPLICATION - ADVANCED TOPICS

Further discussion of the features of an ASP.NET Web Application,
building on the concepts discussed in web application basics

ASP.NET MVC/WEBAPI WEB
APPLICATION SECURITY

Mainly focusing on Security and Filters for authorisation, logging, etc.

WINDOWS SERVICES/
BACKGROUND WORKERS

Running tasks off main thread, and running tasks in a Windows Service

DEBUGGING AND TRACING

Proper error logging from servers, avoiding “Yellow screen of Death”
in production as well as configuring and using Visual Studio
debugging tools

INTEGRATION

Integration with Web API, WCF services, etc.

LOCALISATION AND
GLOBALISATION

Tools, techniques and considerations when
implementing globalisation to gain a better
understanding of the building blocks of a globalised application,
timezone considerations and translations

CONCURRENCY AND
TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT

Concurrency and transaction management, to provide an in depth
understanding of writing more robust and multi-threaded applications

UNDERSTANDING USERS
UNDERSTANDING REQUIREMENT & NEEDS
x

Describe different kinds of requirements

x

Enable you to identify examples of different kinds
of requirements from a simple description

x

Explain how different data-gathering techniques
may be used, and enable you to choose among
them for a simple description (next session)

WHAT ARE AFFECTIVE ASPECTS AND HOW DO
THEY INFLUENCE INTERACTION DESIGN?
INTERFACES & INTERACTIONS
x Present information on a screen
x Determining menus
x Determining navigation
x Designing icons for recognition
x Designing forms and dialog boxes
PROCESS OF INTERACTION DESIGN
x Interaction design process
x Feedback
x Prototyping
x Interaction design lifecycle
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CORE JAVA
x JVM Components
x Class loading
x Common class loading problems
x Runtime Data Areas
x Garbage Collection Basics
x JVM Tuning
x Reflection Basics
x Closures
x Processing Streams
x Date API
x Collection usage guidelines
x Polymorphism and generics in the Java implementation
x Generic methods
x Generic declarations
x Generic pitfalls
INTRO TO SPRING
x Dependency Injection and Inversion of Control
(The Hollywood Principle)
x Constructor-based dependency injection
x Setter-based dependency injection
x Creating beans with XML Config/Java Config
x Collections, Inner beans, Bean Inheritance, Properties
from properties files, Bean Profiles, Bean Scopes and
FactoryBean elements
x Application Context
x Sprint Annotations (Component Scanning)
x Best Practices
x Spring Bean Lifecycle (With extension points)
x Spring Data Access
x Practical examples
x Spring Boot
ADVANCED SPRING
x Aspect, Point Cuts, Join points and Advice
x Practical uses (e.g logging, transactions and caching)
x AOP Proxies
x Practical Example
x Spring/Hibernate Setup and Configuration
x Overview
x Isolation levels
x Transaction Propagation
x Rollback rules
x Testing
x Overview
x Authorization vs Authentication
x Configuration
x Method security
x Security Filter Chain
x Practical examples
x Spring Cloud

PRESS START
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MAVEN
x Overview
x Environment Setup
x Build Life Cycle
x Creating Maven projects
x Release management
x Dependency management
x Repository management
x Multi module builds
x Build profiles
x Plug-in management
x Gradle/Ant
x Build automation
x Features of CI Servers
x Compare and contrast different CI Servers
THREADING
x Why write thread safe code
x Stateless Objects, Immutable Objects and
using synchronisation
x Check-then-act, read-modify-write
x Atomic Operations
x ThreadLocal
x The Synchronised keyword
x The Volatile keyword
x Reentrant Lock
x Synchronised Collections
x Concurrent Collections
x Latches
x Semaphore
x Barrier
x Starting a thread
x Executor (Thread Pools)
x Future Task
x Thread Interuption/Cancellation
x Deadlock
x Performance Considerations
TESTING
x Why produce quality code
x Principles of clean code
x Common code smells
x Sonar
x Mocking framework
x Checkstyle
x FindBugs
x What is Integration Testing
x Integration Testing vs Unit Testing
x Frameworks for Integration Testing
x What makes good unit tests
x Frameworks for unit testing
x Testing with Spring
x Gerrit Stash, Upsource
x Crucible

JPA
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

|
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SQL FORUM
Entities
Entity Relationships
JPA Annotations
Cascade Operations
Fetch Types
Entity Manager
Entity Inheritance
Locking
Persistence Units
Query Language
Named Queries
Second Level Cache
Practical examples with repository pattern

INTRO IN JEE
x JEE Overview
x JEE Tiers & their roles
x JEE APIs
x Java EE Containers
x Java EE Container Services
x Java EE Container Types
x Packaging EARs and WARs
x Naming and Directory Concepts and
Operations
x Accessing Objects in the directory
x JNDI Service Providers
FRAMEWORKS & UTLITIES
x Log levels, what and when to log
x Loggers: Java util logging/Log4J/Logback/
tinylog
x Logging abstractions : SLF4J/Commons Logging
x Utilities
x Collections
x Graphs
x Other
x StringUtils/Builder
x HashCodeBuilder/CompareToBuilder/
ToStringBuilder
x Builder
x Useful collections
x IOUtils
x Joda Time
x Configuration and usage
x Velocity/Thymeleaf
x ehCache/hazelcast/guava cache

JAVA FORUM

T-SQL FOUNDATIONS - BASIC SELECTS
x Introduction to T-SQL as a language
x Normalisation
x Data types, CASE statements and related functions, and date
and time functions
x Filtering and sorting. TOP and OFFSET_FETCH

EJBs
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Role of EJBs
Advantages & Disadvantages
Dependency Injection
EJB - Environment setup
Stateless, Stateful, Singleton, MDB,
Entity Beans
Life Cycles of EJBs
Remote vs Local Access
Accessing EJBs
Annotations
Xml config
Timer Service
Callbacks
Asynchronous EJB Method Invocations

INTEGRATION
x Types of Web Services
x Building Web Services with JAX-WS
x Building Web Services with JAX-RS
x Securing Web services
x Spring configuration and use
x Topics vs Queues
x Consuming & Producing Messages
x Message Types
x Message Reliability Mechanisms
x Spring configuration and use
WEB
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Servlet Lifecycle
Servlet Mapping
Using scope objects
Filtering Requests & Responses
Forwarding & redirecting
Annotations
Expression Language
Lifecycle of JSPs
Jstl
Creating custom tags
Directives
JSF - Description
The Dispatcher Servlet
Controllers
Handler Mapping
Resolving Views
AJAX

TECH
FORUMS

COMBINING SETS - GROUPING AND WINDOWING
x Understanding different types of joins
x Sub-queries, table expressions and APPLY
x Set operators (UNION, INTERSECT, EXCEPT)
x Writing grouped queries
x PIVOT and UNPIVOT
x Window functions
QUERYING FULL-TEXT DATA AND WORKING WITH XML
x Full-text catalogues and indexes
x Using CONTAINS and FREETEXT
x Full-text and semantic search
x Query results as XML
x Querying XML data with XQuery
x The XML data type
CREATE TABLES, VIEWS AND INLINE FUNCTIONS
- ENFORCING DATA INTEGRITY
x Creating a table
x Primary and foreign key constraints
x Unique, check, and default constraints
x Creating and using views, inline functions, and synonyms
INSERTING, UPDATING AND DELETING
x INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements
x The difference between DELETE and TRUNCATE
x Identity columns
x MERGE statement
x The OUTPUT option
TRANSACTIONS, ERROR HANDLING, AND DYNAMIC SQL.
T-SQL ROUTINES
x Understanding transactions and locking
x Error handling
x Dynamic SQL and SQL injection
x Stored procedures
x Triggers
x User-defined functions (scalar and table-valued)
ANALYSING QUERY PERFORMANCE
x Introduction to query optimisation
x Execution plans and profiler
x Dynamic management objects
x Indexes, search arguments, and statistics
CURSORS, SETS AND TEMP TABLES. FURTHER OPTIMISATION
x Iterative/cursor vs set-based operations
x Temporary tables and table variables
x Advanced optimisation aspects
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"THAT’S WHAT I DO,
I DRINK AND I KNOW THINGS"
- TYRION LANNISTER

BEER & TECH
Beer & Tech sessions are about showing off what is making waves in the industry
in an informal way. It is an opportunity for Entelectuals to get together and discuss
their technology passions - and frustrations - over an ice-cold beer. It’s simple, but the
discussions and demonstrations are a great way to share knowledge with colleagues and
sometimes, discover something new.
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TECH CHATS
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TECH CHATS

tech chats
KNOWLEDGE SHARING & LEARNING

Working with Apache Camel
Adobe Xd
DevOps Stories
Event Storming
JS Service Worker
Data Future
Message Queues
Octopus Deploy
Angular 2/4 & TypeScript
Public Speaking 101
Java 9
.Net Core / Katana / vNext
Performance Tool (Prefix, IIS Log Analysers)
Java EE, Spring and what are the other options
Web Applcations Security

PRESS START
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Powershell
Xamarin Forms
JS Module Loaders
Serverless
Producing Music with Code
Spring Cloud
VIPER Architecture
Microservices on Kubernetes and Openshift
Git Source Control and Git Flow
R
Bash Scripting 101
Automation with Ansible
Octopus and Bamboo
Selenium
Service Broker, “The Great Unknown”

REMEMBER YOUR TRAINING

A SOURCE OF WISDOM
Yoda is our internal blogging system where
Entelectuals can publish blog posts they
have written. It’s aimed at being our internal
StackOverflow – a place to ask questions, talk
about lessons learnt or showcase technologies
and processes. Posts that are of high quality
are published publicly and those
bloggers receive valuable
1up points (not to mention
extra street cred). We also
promote and share our
people's personal blogs.

DOJOs – WAX ON, WAX OFF!
SHARPEN YOUR SKILLS IN TECHNOLOGY-AGNOSTIC SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PRACTICES BEFORE YOU ENTER THE ARENA.
The Entelect Dojo is an internal training initiative focused on technology-agnostic software
development practices - all those cool things that improve the quality of our software, but
we seldom practise before jumping into the deep-end. Domain Driven Design, Container
Orchestration, UX and EQ are examples of topics that we run at The Entelect Dojo.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE SESSIONS WE HAVE HAD IN THE PAST:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Web Sockets
Node and Mongo
Vim as an Editor
When Worlds Collide: Design & Development
Containerisation with Docker
Elastic Search
ETL Template Structures
ES6
Colour Psychology & Web Design
EMACS as an Editor
SQL Server Table & Indexes Part 1 - Architecture
SQL Server Table & Indexes Part 2 - Design
Chef

Each session includes a heavy practical component - at least 75% of the allocated time is
dedicated to running simulations, cranking out sample code, solving real-world problems,
and building something useful that illustrates the key principles of the topic in question.
HERE ARE SOME OF THE DOJOs THAT HAVE RUN IN THE PAST:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Domain Driven Design
Container Orchestration
EQ (Growth through conflict)
Design Thinking
Test Driven Development
SQL Performance Tuning
Testability for Developers
Bottleneck Analysis for Databases
Unit Testing
Web UI Design and Development
Techniques to achieve offline syncing
CSS is Awesome

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Mob Programming
Introduction to Kanban
JavaScript Fundamentals
SOLID Principles
Logging and Debugging
DDD (Event Sourcing and CQRS)
Going Cloud Native
BDD
User Experience Design
Feature Toggles
Pair Programming
Blackbelt .Net

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Continuous Integration
Code Analysis Tools and Techniques
Prioritising and Sizing User Requirements
Functional Programming
Deploying Websites 101
Building Progressive Web Apps
Composition over Inheritance
Design Patterns in Depth
Aggregates in DDD
Design Patterns (Intro)
Source Control Introduction
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community

USER GROUPS
NETWORK WITH PEERS IN THE INDUSTRY AND LEARN FROM
WHAT OTHERS ARE DOING.
We value building relationships and the community around us. One of
those communities is the South African software community. As one of
South Africa’s biggest development houses, we feel it is our responsibility
to invest and help grow this community. Part of how we do this is to
get involved with User Groups. We get involved at all levels – hosting,
sponsoring, presenting at, and even creating, a number of them.

SOME USER GROUPS OF INTEREST:

CODE RETREAT SOUTH AFRICA: CodeRetreat is a day-long, intensive
practise event, focusing on the fundamentals of software development
and design. Practising the basic principles of modular and objectoriented design, developers can improve their ability to write code.
DEVELOPER USER GROUP (JHB/PTA): A technology & vendor
neutral group that shares and learns on a wide variety of topics from
software development methodologies to patterns, best practices,
various language paradigms and xkcd humour etc.
GAUTENG XAMARIN USER GROUP: For everyone interested in cross
platform mobile development and using Xamarin tools. Or for those
who just want to talk mobile development and design in general.
GAUTENG PYTHON USER GROUP: A diverse group of (aspiring)
Pythonistas who get together to discuss anything Python related.
INTERNET OF EVERYTHING (JHB): This group looks at technology
implementation and real-life examples of IoE/IoT implementations,
but also into the business value and user experience improvements
possible through this technology innovation.

PRESS START
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JHB BI FORUM: An open and free forum for developers, analysts and
consumers of Business Intelligence to discuss BI news, trending tools,
great analysis and interesting visualisation.
JHB SQL USER GROUP: The Johannesburg SQL User Group was created
to give the MS SQL server community an opportunity to get together and
discuss issues that affect us in the community.
JOBURG R USER GROUP: The goal of this group is to support and
share R experiences and knowledge among users in the South African
community. Users in this group share how to use and enjoy the R language
and statistical programming environment, and also like to inspire new
users to learn R.
JOHANNESBURG ANDROID USER GROUP: A group which discusses
what’s new in the Android world and have a presentation on an element of
Android development.
JOZI JUG: The Jozi Java User Group is for those who are interested in
physically meeting to discuss Java and related technologies.
JOZIRUBY: Jozi.rb is a developer meetup for people interested in Ruby.
The group is intended to help grow the local Ruby community and to share
experience and knowledge across its members.
SUGSA: The Scrum User Group of Johannesburg aims to build a
community of Scrum and Agile people in Johannesburg. It is a place where
users can get together to share and learn from each other.

OUTSMART AND OUT-SURVIVE THE
OPPOSITION WITH AI…
HELLO DAVE.
One of the many amazing initiatives run
by Entelect is the Entelect Challenge.
For a number of years now, the Entelect
Challenge has been South Africa’s
premier coding competition. The idea
was started by our people who wanted to
drive community engagement through a
little competition. Little did we know that
this challenge would become so huge.
Years later, it is a national event with a
total prize value over R200k, and still
going strong.
The objective of the Entelect Challenge
is for entrants to compete against each
other by writing an AI program that can
creatively and strategically outsmart and
out-survive their opponents.
Back at the ranch, a team of Entelect
employees run the whole show;
developing the creative idea, launching
it to the public, developing the player
portal and forums, running the play-offs
and hosting the final event at Comic
Con Africa. We’re always looking for
new contributors and new ideas, so get
involved!

GO OUT INTO THE WORLD AND COME
BACK SMARTER.
We’re always on the lookout for thoughtprovoking conferences for our people to
attend. In addition to User Groups, we are
also involved in several conferences. We
pride ourselves on not only sponsoring
them, but also in providing them with
speakers and thought-leadership.
Here are some conferences that we are
currently involved in:

x
x
x
x
x

JSinSA
DevConf
PyCon
UX Conference
Java Cloud Conference
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WE DON’T JUST GROW OUR COMPANY AND TEAM
MEMBERS, WE WANT TO GROW MEMBERS OF THE
COMMUNITY, PROVIDING EDUCATION THAT WILL
AID IN SELF-SUFFICIENCY.

CONFERENCES

THE ENTELECT
CHALLENGE

|

THE ENTELECT
FOUNDATION

TRAINING AND EVENTS
FOR EVERYBODY!

Participating in User Groups is a great way to improve technical,
presentation and networking skills. User Groups offer an opportunity to
network with peers in the industry and learn from what others are doing.
They are free to attend, but due to our extensive relationships, we are able
to facilitate our people to present at them. This allows them to solidify their
brands in the development community, and after presenting at a few User
Groups, it is not uncommon to start presenting at conferences, both locally
and internationally.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ZA: Dedicated to helping the community
learn and get hands on experience with AI development and research:
each event offers a short talk followed by a hackathon for everyone to
collaborate, learn, and experiment with AI technologies.

COMMUNITY

x
x
x
x

IIBA
Agile Africa
SQL Saturdays
SQL Pass

DEVDAY
WE EVEN HAVE OUR OWN TECH
CONFERENCE!
We host our own conference called DevDay
which is organised, presented and attended
by our people. DevDay is a fun day out of
the office where the technologist, inventor,
hobbyist, engineer or artist in you can come
to the fore. The event is part showcase,
part science show, part geek club, part
makers club; offering a range of lightning
talks on cutting-edge technologies as well
as a variety of interactive exhibition stands
where people can discover the latest
creative innovations in technology.

We’re committed to growth and empowerment within
our company, but we don’t stop there when it comes to
our learning and mentoring philosophy. We believe that
education has the power to change our nation, and thus we
formed The Entelect Foundation - an initiative designed to
provide support to the underprivileged in our community;
be it financial aid, school work or counselling.
The government guidelines state a target of 1.1% of pre-tax
profit should go towards Socio Economic Development. We
don’t believe that that can make a real impact, so we invest
10% of our pre-tax profits in our Foundation initiatives.
The primary focus of the Foundation is on educating our
community to equip them with skills that will help them
become self-sufficient. This sometimes comes in the form of
funding for education expenses but also in supporting the
kids with regards to food and transport. We really assist the
children in improving their grades and encourage them to
pursue their dreams.
The best part of the Foundation is, without a doubt, on
Saturday mornings Entelectuals volunteer to help tutor
the learners from our offices. The older learners get stuck
into Maths, Science and other subjects, while the younger
ones get to learn about the Internet, technology and other
subjects that will pique their interests in future endeavours.
Helping these learners towards a better future is a huge
point of pride for us, and we have put well over 100 children
through better schools with better results in the past year. In
fact, we have even had one learner make it through school,
University and finally join us as a graduate Software Engineer.
At Entelect, we choose projects that are close to our hearts.
We are grateful for the opportunity of being able to help
fellow South Africans, because it enables us to serve and
support our communities; helping bring education to many
and elevating the tech community.
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outside
the office
WE WORK HARD, WE PLAY HARD.
PRESS START
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Part of the reason our culture is stronger than the bond between
Thor and his hammer, is that we are more than just colleagues, we
are friends … a clan. At Entelect we are always looking for events,
gatherings (magic or otherwise) and activities where people can

SPORT CLUBS

socialise and forge bonds. What these include is up to each and
every team member! We want to be inclusive of all interests!

For all chess enthusiasts, who love to
outsmart their opponents. The club
hosts monthly events for players of all
ELO ratings.

If drilling your opponents in the latest
EA Sports FIFA doesn’t cut it anymore,
why not join the various Five-A-Side
Football Leagues at Entelect? The
seasons run consecutively throughout
the year and there is always a
celebratory drink that happens after
the game.

SOCCER

PRESS START
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RUNNING

GOLF

CHESS
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ROCK
CLIMBING

Fancy a game of invigorating singles
or doubles squash games to end off
your day? Or if you just like making
your opponent run around endlessly,
join the squash club who look to play
regularly each week.

Weekly 5km/10km training runs occur
on Mondays (what better way to beat
the Monday Blues) in preparation for
race days that club members compete
in together. Runners take part in both
trail and road races.

The golfing fanatics love to have a
quick, 9-hole round in the early hours
of the morning followed by a breakfast
with lots of BACON. All done in time
for daily stand up. Our annual golf day
is always a “hit”. And if you don’t like
golf there is the BACON bit!

SQUASH

Is Brian Habana your hero? Then “try”
your hand at playing at our weekly
touch rugby social club events.

From weekend morning meetups at
on- and off-road venues, to spinning
classes at local gyms to some big race
days, the Entelect Cycling club has
something for both the casual and the
hard-core cyclists.

The hard-core rock climbers are always
looking for new challenges to conquer
and meet regularly at both indoor and
outdoor locations across Gauteng and
the Cape. Don’t have the right gear
yet? No problem, plenty to go around
or rent from any of the climbing clubs.
Scale away!

CYCLING

TOUCH RUGBY
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HOBBY CLUBS

GEEK CLUBS

Want to PWN your teammates, be crowned
the LAN champion for the season or become
the next Frag King? Join the LAN club for the
various all-night LAN tournaments that happen
throughout the year.
Shoutcasters are welcome too, to provide the allimportant game analysis and commentary.

This is the club for anyone who makes games
or wants a creative outlet for their dev skills to
come to life. Game Jams happen throughout the
year and many team up to take part in local and
international competitions such as LudumDare.

Submerge yourself in a world of adventure
and fantasy. The role playing club brings
Game Masters and players together to play
various table top role playing games.

GAME DEV

ROLEPLAY

A club full of passion for the art and craft of
photography, in all its forms and genres.

If you enjoy the scenic blessings of Mother
Nature, this club is for you. Embark on a
journey to find the most beautiful hiking
trails … and hike them. All levels of hikers are
welcome (beginner, intermediate, advanced)
and the hikes usually occur once every couple
of months.

|
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HIKING
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BOARD GAMES

Did you know the earliest animations date
to 1917? This club gets together to enjoy all
works across anime including movies, comics,
books and video games.
Come and collaborate with like-minded
enthusiasts and talk about the diverse art
styles used. If your eyes have widened then
this club is for you.

ANIME CLUB

PHOTOGRAPHY

PRESS START

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Do you dream of obliterating your enemies?
Do you enjoy scheming against your friends?
Or maybe you enjoy working together
instead, as you watch your well laid plans
come to fruition. Roll the dice, or tempt fate
with cards. Join the board games club events
for the chance to win big, or be nerdy trying.

LAN

HOBBY
CLUBS

|

The Entelect Makers club is a platform for
you to collaborate on, learn from and discuss
exciting DIY tech projects. Ever wanted to
build your own 3D printer? Maybe even a
Quadcopter or your very own homemade
pedometre? Then the Makers club is where
you should be!

MAKERS CLUB

GEEK
CLUBS
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The Entelect
graduate
programme
PRESS START
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THE ENTELECT GRADUATE PROGRAMME

UP FOR THE CHALLENGE?

Every year we take on some of South Africa’s
brightest young university graduates, who join us
with a mix of engineering, science and commerce
degrees. These chosen ones participate in an
intensive training programme, structured to
accelerate their careers – giving them a clear
advantage over their university peers.
We recently calculated that 35% of our people
started off as graduates at Entelect. Some of our
Senior Managers, Team Leads, Tech Leads and
Solutions Architects started their careers with us
- so the idea of taking in graduates is at the very
core of who we are and what we believe in.

BOOT CAMP

Don’t worry, it's not physical, we have plenty of
that in the hobbies section! Boot Camp takes
place in January every year. It’s designed to
immerse Software Engineering and Business
Analyst graduates into real-world software
development. By the time the graduates have
moved through the 8-week programme, they
would have been exposed to several languages
and cutting-edge frameworks, which are actively
being used in the industry. There will be projects
along the way with clear deliverables, all of which
would have been vetted and code-reviewed by
various Technical Leads.
We are by no means saying that Boot Camp is
easy, in fact, you may be wishing it was a physical
challenge. You are guaranteed to work your ass
off – but trust us when we say that you will learn
an incredible amount on the journey.
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JOIN THE CAUSE

When we started this journey, we had no idea where it was
going to take us. We didn’t think about things like revenue
and headcount - we just wanted to be a place where incredibly
talented individuals could be empowered to build awesome
solutions, while as a collective we shared and learnt from the
common brilliance we all share. Almost two decades later, with
lots of lessons learnt, we have a collection of brilliant people
we are really proud to work with. As we continue to grow, we
continue to figure out how to serve our people better and
improve Entelect as a business, but one thing will remain
constant - our drive and passion for growth. We will constantly
become more, as a business and as individuals within.
So once again we emphasise that whatever form your greatness
takes, let us aid in unleashing it!

“Changing jobs or choosing a company is always a big decision.
My advice has always been to look for a place that matches
your values, a place that places importance on the same types
of things that you do and a place where you feel will make a
difference to you and vice versa.”
				

- SHASHI, ENTELECT CEO

We are always looking to improve at Entelect, so if you have any
ideas, comments or questions, please feel free to send them
our way. If you just want to know more detail about some of the
things mentioned here, then also feel free to give us a shout.
You can reach me on shashi@entelect.co.za, get in touch with
Tomislav on tomislav.ravic@entelect.co.za or get hold of the
recruitment team on careers@entelect.co.za.

PRESS START
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